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Operational strategies to mitigate Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) in older urban areas 
may be enhanced through real-time decision support provided to sewer operators.  During severe 
rainfall events, real-time hydraulic simulations coupled with control algorithms can explore a 
large number of potential changes to control procedures at short time intervals to provide 
dynamic feedback and optimization.  Calculations for water level and flow based on dynamic 
wave modeling may not complete calculations for the entire sewer system in the required real-
time decision intervals, especially when multiple simulations must be tested within an 
optimization routine.  In an effort to reduce computation time at each decision interval, this work 
couples a computationally-efficient sewer hydraulic model with variations to genetic algorithm 
(GA) optimization. 
An offline approximation of the Saint Venant equations is proposed for CSO prediction.  
Pre-calculated tabulations of the mass and momentum equations are utilized to allow online 
interpolation, which result in faster hydraulic computations when compared to standard industry 
software while preserving high levels of accuracy.  This model also extends backwater profiles, 
which traditionally account for only subcritical, open channel flows, to include pressurized flows 
that are key for CSO conditions. Incorporation of the Darcy-Weisbach equation eliminates 
potential lookup table discontinuities between open channel and pressurized conditions.  Iteration 
errors caused by graphical depiction of supercritical flows are eliminated by allowing the 
solution to proceed separately upstream and downstream from the governing critical water 
surface. 
Dynamic adjustment of operating strategies can potentially reduce CSOs beyond the 
mitigation offered by management routines that remain static despite variations in sewer water 
levels.  A suite of model predictive control (MPC) genetic algorithms are developed and tested 
offline to explore their value for reducing CSOs during real-time use in a deep-tunnel sewer 
system. MPC approaches include the micro-GA, the probability-based compact GA, and domain-
specific GA methods that reduce the number of decision variable values analyzed within the 
hydraulic model, thus reducing algorithm search space.  Minimum fitness and constraint values 
achieved by all new GA approaches, as well as computational times required to reach the 
minimum values, are compared to large population sizes with long convergence times.  Since 
stationary management practices may not account for varying costs at CSO locations and 
electricity rate changes in the summer and winter, the sensitivity of the results is evaluated for 
variable seasonal and diurnal CSO penalty costs and electricity-related system maintenance 
costs, as well as different sluice gate constraint levels. 
Optimization results for a subset of the Chicago combined sewer system indicate that  
genetic algorithm variations with a coarse decision variable representation, eventually 
transitioning to the entire range of decision variable values, are best suited to address the CSO 
control problem.  Although diversity-enhancing algorithms evaluate a larger search space and 
exhibit shorter convergence times, these representations do not reach minimum fitness and 
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constraint values. The most efficient GA types are used to test CSO sensitivity to energy costs, 
CSO penalties, and pressurization constraint values. The results show that CSO volumes are 
highly dependent on the tunnel pressurization constraint, with reductions of 13% to 77% possible 
with less conservative operational strategies. Maintaining low risk of excessive tunnel 
pressurization therefore requires strategies other than sluice gate and pump manipulation to 
significantly reduce CSOs, regardless of the energy costs or CSO penalties.  One alternative 
strategy is to replace small-diameter conduits that may be restricting flows into the deep tunnel 
system. When compared to CSO reduction through real-time optimization, conduit replacement 
proves expensive due to excavation costs and requires a prohibitively long time to recover 
construction expenses. Lastly, the geographical scope of the optimization is extended beyond the 
initial sewer system to evaluate the possibilities of reducing CSOs at larger spatial scales.  The 
results indicate that pump and dropshaft CSOs can be reduced by 14 percent with optimization 
over a larger spatial extent, without excessive pressurization.  
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This research seeks to improve urban water quality through modeling and decision support 
to minimize combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in real time.  CSOs are prevalent in many older 
urban areas (EIP, 2005; Calhoun et al. 2007; EPA NPDES) during high intensity and long 
duration rainfall events.  CSOs are a significant source of water contamination in urban rivers 
and lakes (EPA) and can be very difficult and expensive to ameliorate by separating the existing 
sewer system (EIP, 2005).  As a result, many municipalities have resorted to real-time control of 
the existing combined sewer system (Pleau et al. 2005), or have installed deep tunnels that 
collect potential CSOs (Razak and Christensen, 2001; Dalton and Rimkus, 1985). 
Heavy rainfall may cause wastewater storage and treatment systems to reach capacity, 
allowing combined sewage to back up into basements or overflow to the adjacent waterway.  If a 
deep tunnel (below sewer and interceptor grade) is incorporated into the system, potential 
overflows may be directed to the tunnel via dropshafts.  An accurate hydraulic model of the 
combined sewer system is necessary to depict when and where CSOs might occur, but real-time 
sewer optimization necessitates fast computation (Schutze et al., 2004).  Several models that 
represent combined sewer systems for real-time operation (Duchense et al., 2001; Darsono and 
Labadie, 2007; Vanrolleghem et al., 2005) do not incorporate deep tunnels.  Deep tunnels are 
becoming a popular way to mitigate CSO contamination (Quebec City, Milwaukee, Chicago), 




Overflows are usually controlled by sluice gates that restrict water flow to the tunnel, as well 
as pumping to the wastewater treatment plant(s) at the downstream end of interceptor and tunnel 
conveyance pipes, or conduits.  Figure 1.1 portrays the vertical relation of the wastewater system 
components, using Chicago’s Tunnel and Reservoir Plan as a typical example.  The watersheds 
and combined sewer pipelines near the ground surface drain to interceptor lines that convey 
wastewater to treatment plants under normal flow conditions.  Under high flow conditions when 
the treatment plants reach capacity, excess wastewater would originally flow through tide gates 
to the nearby river.  The deep tunnel is designed to catch potential overflows; dropshaft and 
sluice gate structures control water flow to the deep tunnel. 
 
Figure 1.1: Subsurface View of Combined Sewer System 
Current operations often employ conservative decisions to prevent unsteady hydraulics, and 
may not utilize all available system storage.  This work will use optimization and hydraulic 
modeling to explore how current management practices may be altered to decrease the volume of 
Sluice Gate Location Tide Gate Location
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CSOs for certain rainfall events while maintaining deep tunnel levels that prevent geyersing and 
other flow instabilities.  These algorithms are shown to operate effectively in real-time durations 
(on the order of 15 minutes), and can be extended in the future to actual online implementation 
as decision support tools for system operators. 
Offline hydraulic evaluation of the interceptor system for different sluice gate levels 
provides an understanding of constraining conduit volumes, weir levels, and flow boundary 
conditions that may impact CSOs regardless of the sluice gate positions.  The hydraulic model 
reveals the importance of each system component to CSOs at different dropshaft locations and 
identifies the most significant subsystems that contribute to overflows.  A model similar to the 
widely accepted SWMM (US EPA) model could be used, but for a large system may not have 
the computational benefits of a physics-based meta-model with a faster run time.  This work 
implements a step-wise steady, implicit-in-time formulation of the backwater equations to 
estimate system flow rates and water levels, including those at the sluice gates and overflow 
weirs, at each time step.  Further reductions in computational time are achieved by simplifying 
inflows to the combined sewer system using a linear-reservoir-based cell model. 
To provide decision support capabilities, the hydraulic model is coupled with rainfall 
forecasts and decision variables (sluice gate positions and wastewater treatment plant pumping 
rates) within an optimization algorithm.  This work compares several ways of enhancing genetic 
algorithms for their efficacy at rapidly reducing combined sewer overflows by changing the 
decision variables within typical operator decision periods (e.g., every 15 minutes).  A genetic 
algorithm, GA (Holland 1975; Goldberg, 1989), is a search technique that optimizes a solution 
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based on natural selection of a population of chromosomes; each chromosome represents a 
possible solution to the system.  The use of a GA is beneficial because the algorithm is implicitly 
parallel (useful for fast computation) and can be applied to such non-linear and discontinuous 
problems without objective function restructuring.    Computationally-achieved solutions that 
minimize CSOs will be compared with conservative operating policies.  Decision makers may 
then select from or alter solutions generated by the optimization algorithm for further evaluation 
with the hydraulics model. 
The algorithms are tested on the combined sewer system and deep tunnel along the northern 
portion of the Chicago River.  The Chicago River is an advantageous place to study because 
three to five percent of the river flow is attributed to gravity CSOs (IWC, 2010).  The simple 
interceptor structure of the North Branch system, the data available for analysis, and the records 
of operation make the North Branch a good place to begin the proposed research.  The work is 
then extended to the Mainstream system south of the North Branch to include more dropshafts in 
the analysis and explore the benefits of optimization at larger scales.  The following objectives 
will be pursued to investigate real-time decision support for the Chicago combined sewer system. 
1.1 Objective 1: Implementation of Hydraulic Simulation Model 
An offline approximation of the Saint Venant equations is proposed for combined sewer 
overflow (CSO) prediction and discussed in Chapter 5.  Pre-calculated tabulations of the mass 
and momentum equations allow online interpolation, accelerating run-time hydraulic 
computations above those yielded by standard industry software while preserving accuracy.  
Previous methods of backwater profile compilation account only for subcritical, open channel 
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flows.  This work further extends the backwater profiles to include pressurized flows, which are 
key for CSO conditions. Incorporation of the Darcy-Weisbach equation eliminates potential 
lookup table discontinuities between open channel and pressurized conditions.  Graphical 
depiction of supercritical flows causes iteration errors as non-unique flow rates appear for 
equivalent water surface elevations.  Iteration errors can be eliminated by allowing the solution 
to proceed separately upstream and downstream from the governing critical water surface.  This 
pre-calculated curve approach addresses discrepancies in supercritical flow and submerged weir 
calculations in the EPA SWMM model. 
1.2 Objective 2: Analysis of Optimization Strategies 
Dynamic adjustment to combined sewer operating strategies can reduce combined sewer 
overflows (CSOs) beyond the mitigation offered by management routines that remain static 
despite variations in sewer water levels.  In Chapter 6, a suite of model predictive control genetic 
algorithms (GAs) are developed and tested offline to explore their value for reducing CSOs 
during real-time use in a deep-tunnel sewer system. The optimization assigns sluice gate 
positions and pumping rates that minimize CSOs and limit high flows that lead to hydraulic 
instabilities during spatially and temporally variable storm events using a numerical hydraulic 
model. The GA approaches reduce computational time by limiting fitness evaluations using a 
suite of algorithmic approaches, including the micro-GA (Krishnakumar, 1989) and the 
probability-based compact GA (Mininno et al., 2007) that utilizes statistical properties of 
solution convergence.  Additional GA methods tested include domain-specific methods that 
reduce the number of decision variables values analyzed within the hydraulic model, thus 
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reducing algorithm search space.  All new GA approaches are compared to large population sizes 
with long convergence times.  Since stationary management practices may not account for 
varying costs at CSO locations and electricity rate changes in the summer and winter, the 
sensitivity of the results is evaluated for variable seasonal and diurnal CSO penalty costs and 
electricity-related system maintenance costs, as well as different sluice gate constraint levels. 
1.3 Objective 3: Impacts of System Scaling and Capital Investments 
Objective 3, as presented in Chapter 7, explores how optimal system water redistribution 
under Objective 2 would differ in a larger hydraulic system with more CSO points, as well as 
impacts of possible system modifications such as conduit replacement.  Small sewer systems 
contribute only a minor percentage of flow to the pumping station that governs water levels.  
Due to the high volume of pump inflow as compared with the flows contributed by the small 
system, changes to the pumping rates can alter the computed CSO volume by a large amount that 
eclipses the effects of changing sluice gate variables on the small system considered under 
Objective 2.  Larger systems contribute more flow to the pumping station, allowing the CSO 
change imposed by each sluice gate to affect the optimal CSO solution at a similar magnitude to 
the volume altered by pumping.  A family of larger systems is analyzed for the resulting benefits 
to optimization. 
Optimization results indicate that changes to sluice gate positions may not significantly 
reduce CSOs for both the small and large case studies.  An additional component of Objective 3 
identifies conduits that contribute significantly to CSOs, and estimates the costs and hydraulic 
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implications of replacing pipe conduits while controlling existing sluice gates and pumping rates 
in real time. 
These three objectives are addressed by a literature review in Chapter 2 and a discussion of 
methodology in Chapter 3, which together provide the background for all work.  The two case 
studies implemented in this research are introduced in Chapter 4.  Chapter 5 describes the 
hydraulic model, Chapter 6 discusses the genetic algorithm implementation, and Chapter 7 
explores the spatial scaling of the optimization as well as potential capital investments.  The 




2. Literature Review 
The literature review provides the background for the methodology and results shown in 
Chapters 5, 6, and 7.  Literature review for Chapter 5 includes a discussion of different meta-
models used to simulate sewer systems in real-time, and presents studies on unsteady hydraulics, 
the results of which may be translated to optimization constraints.  The background for Chapter 6 
relates to genetic algorithm parameters and online fitness function validation. The literature 
related to Chapter 7 extends the optimization to larger geographic as well as search space 
dimensions as conduit diameters are introduced as decision variables.  The literature relevant to 
future work is presented in Chapter 8 and includes modifications to improve algorithm 
convergence. 
2.1 Real-Time CSO Modeling 
The main objective of this research is to increase urban water quality through decision 
support to minimize combined sewer overflows.  The intensity of combined sewer overflows 
(CSOs) can be represented based on contamination concentration or CSO volume.  Volume-
based real-time control may be the most practical approach.  The complex water quality models 
needed for pollution control are too time intensive (Duchense et al., 2004), and real-time 
portrayal of system hydrology and hydraulics requires a fast computational model (Schutze et al. 
2004).  Several models exist for sewer analysis (EPA SWMM, DHI MOUSE), and additional 
models have been developed to represent deep tunnel hydraulics (Glovick et al. 2003; Leon et al. 
2009).  However, more efficient computation is achieved through surrogate models, which range 
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from physically-based models that incorporate the momentum equation and backwater effects 
(Duchense et al., 2001) to artificial neural networks (Darsono and Labadie, 2007). 
Reduction in computational intensity for real-time sewer system modeling can be achieved 
by removing non-critical sewer system elements, such as boundary relocation and pipe network 
skeletonization.  Network skeletonization involves the removal of upstream conduits that do not 
significantly change hydraulic model results.  Shamir and Salomons (2008) developed a reduced 
model in which sewer pipes are removed; important control items such as pumps, valves, and 
tanks remain in the model.  Vanrolleghem et al. (2005) propose physical upstream and 
downstream boundary relocation, complexity reduction, and temporal boundary relocation.  
Cembrano et al. (2004) utilize virtual reservoirs, which constitute aggregations of multiple 
watersheds and sewer pipes, to reduce the computational network size. 
The computational requirements of models that utilize network skeletonization may be 
further reduced by approximating the hydraulic system response.  Many analyses use linear 
functions to approximate the sewer network.  In addition to boundary relocation, Vanrolleghem 
et al. (2005) utilize a KOSIM (linear reservoir) representation of the reduced network in 
combination with a river model comprised of a series of completely stirred tank reactors.  Butler 
and Schutze (2005) also use the KOSIM model.  Cembrano et al. (2004) use a similar transfer 
function, or linear reservoir model, to create a prototype of the Barcelona drainage network for 
offline optimization.  Meta-models commonly apply moving averages; Pleau et al. (2005) 




Dynamic neural networks can also serve as approximations to the actual computational 
model.  Darsono and Labadie (2007) apply a dynamic artificial neural network for real-time 
control of the Seattle combined sewer system.  The ANN surrogate model has been applied 
extensively to water distribution systems (Shamir and Salomons, 2008; Jamieson et al., 2007).  
Jin and Fread (1996) report that the numerical requirement for explicit numerical scheme 
stability is subject to the Courant number, and requires small computational steps that lead to 
high convergence times.  In this project, a meta-model based on system physics is proposed and 
will be implemented within a computationally implicit scheme to reduce convergence time. 
To increase efficiency, the real-time modeling for this project will not include transient 
hydraulics.  To reduce flow instabilities, several constraints based on unsteady hydraulics must 
be imposed on the sluice gate positions during optimization.  If the deep tunnel inflow rate is 
much larger than the outflow rate (which occurs early in most storm events when initial tunnel 
storage is very low) the behavior of the pressurization wave as it moves upstream becomes more 
dynamic (Politano et al., 2007) and may cause pressure transients, air entrapment, water hammer, 
and geysering.  Vasconcelos and Wright (2005) state that air near the pipe crown can be trapped 
and create dangerous flow dynamics once the pipe water surface pressurizes.  Wright et al. 
(2009) evaluated tunnel pressures and velocities during several geysering events in Minneapolis 
and determined that geysers occur due to surcharged water forced upwards as trapped air pockets 
escape through dropshaft ventilation.  A shock-fitting model for the Atlanta tunnel system 




Mokhtar (2007) notes that the behavior of trapped air in deep tunnels is similar to that of a 
spring.  Vasconcelos and Wright (2006) evaluate six possible circumstances for air pocket 
entrapment.  The most frequent cause of entrapment is geometrically misplaced ventilation, in 
which only one central ventilation tower is open and a water bore fills the tower as it flows 
downstream.  Once the bore is reflected upstream, the pressurized air pocket rises through the 
tower and causes geysering.  A rapid tunnel-filling situation is most prone to rapid air 
entrapment, but even low inflows can cause geysering if the water bore reflects and air remains 
at the top of the pipe; this air may not be expelled through ventilation as easily as if the inflow 
rate were higher (Vasconcelos and Wright, 2006). 
Unstable behavior at pressurization may be prevented by limiting inflow to the tunnel to 
limit surge strength near the end of the pressurization interval (Guo and Song, 1990).  Glovick et 
al. (2003) also advise that tunnel inflow should stop before surges have propagated all the way to 
the upstream end of the tunnel; the additional volume can help to dissipate momentum.  
Vasconcelos and Wright (2006) propose that a ventilation cross section (Avent/Adropshaft) should be 
equal to or greater than 1 percent.  Zhou et al. (2004) experiment further with a rapid filling 
drainage system and trapped air and propose that a ventilation orifice to dropshaft area ratio of 
0.2 yields the highest pressure spikes.  Zhou et al. (2001) recognize that peak tunnel pressures 
occur at a ratio of 0.2, and that ratios between 0.15 and 0.3 should be avoided for improved 
ventilation. 
The use of surrogate models to reduce computational cost should ensure that the linked 
optimization algorithm still convergences to the global optimum.  Rao and Salomons (2007) note 
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that for a water distribution system there is occasional need for the actual physics-based model to 
simulate extreme events (such as pump failures.)  During extreme events, the capabilities of a 
detailed physics-based model may be necessary to portray system conditions.  When a meta-
model is used, Jin and Branke (2005) note that validation through the actual physics-based model 
is required.  Surrogate models have been validated offline with Hydroworks (Vanrolleghem et 
al., 2005), EXTRAN and SUPERLINK (Duchense et al., 2001), UNSTDY and SWMM 
(Darsono and Labadie, 2007).  Pleau et al. (2005) validate their real-time model of the Quebec 
sewer system offline with the nonlinear hydrologic-hydraulic SWIFT model.  The Swift model is 
comprised of a runoff model, a Muskingum model to route free surface flow, and a linear piston 
model to account for surcharged pipes. 
Different inflow conditions may require that certain additions to the meta-model be made to 
best represent interceptor and tunnel conditions; these could consist of alterations to water levels 
that are consistently over or under-predicted by the HPGs, or data driven portions that account 
for CSO-instigating hydraulic transients in the deep tunnel.  As a result, the hydrologic and 
hydraulic approach applied to the system in this work will be hydraulically validated offline with 
the EPA SWMM model.  The stepwise steady routing approach neglects hydraulic transients and 
other possible situations that must be identified within a more accurate physics-based (but 




2.2 Genetic Algorithms 
A genetic algorithm (GA; Holland 1975; Goldberg, 1989) is a search technique that 
optimizes a solution based on natural selection of a population of chromosomes; each 
chromosome represents a possible solution to the system.  The fitness, or objective function 
value, of a chromosome can be computed using the simulation model.  The chromosomes are 
comprised of decision variables, or genes.  For the proposed combined sewer optimization, genes 
will be coded for sluice gate positions and pumping rates.  Populations of possible solutions 
undergo selection, crossover, and mutation throughout a specified number of generations; 
crossover and mutation seek to add diversity to the search.  When a specified number of 
generations are over, the best individual represents the best solution the algorithm has found.  
Figure 2.1 delineates the genetic algorithm evolution process. 
 











Genetic algorithm evolution is based on building blocks of good solutions (Goldberg, 2002).  
A GA is implicitly parallel (Goldberg, 1989) because within a population, the GA can process 
many of these building blocks (or schemata) at the same time.  Goldberg (1989) asserts that the 
GA does better than hill-climbing, or local search through incremental changes to the solution, 
due to inclusion of crossover.  The GA does not exhibit the curse of dimensionality shown in 
dynamic programming, can optimize without requiring derivatives, and is more efficient than 
enumeration algorithms.  Genetic algorithms undergo probability-based selection; the likelihood 
of an individual to undergo reproduction is a function of its fitness (Goldberg 1989; Cai et al., 
2001). 
  Genetic algorithm solution proves beneficial for water resource problems due to the ability 
to solve nonlinear optimization problems for which calculus, or gradient-based methods, can find 
only local solutions (Celeste et al., 2004).  Ostfeld and Tubaltzev (2008) also note the limitations 
of decomposition methods used for optimization, and use ant colony optimization to design and 
operate least-cost water distribution systems.  Cost minimization for water distribution systems 
within a coupled ANN-genetic algorithm is accomplished by Rao and Salomons (2007); they 
note that GAs are advantageous because they require neither reformulation of the objective 
function nor the derivative. 
Evolutionary techniques applied to optimization include genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975; 
Goldberg, 1989), and ant colony optimization (Dorigo et al., 1996.) Genetic Algorithms and 
Shuffled Frog Leaping are applied to bridge maintenance (Elbehairy et al., 2006); both methods 
appear equally well suited to solve the problem when proper parameters are used.  When 
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compared with a constrained Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) and a Shuffled Complex 
Evolution Algorithm approach, the GA finds lower objective function values than the SQP 
(Celeste et al., 2004.) 
Population sizing and mutation rate for real-coded GA’s are related by Tate and Smith 
(1993), who define the expected number of potential solutions covered by a given discretization 
of decision variables (codings.)  Tate and Smith (1993) propose that for codings that yield low 
coverage, either the initial population size and/or the mutation rate can be increased.  Increasing 
the mutation rate will lessen the computational burden of a large population size.  Wright (1991) 
also supports higher mutation rates and uses a range of 0.04 to 0.3.  Onnen et al. (1997) propose 
a population sizing method that consists of multiplying the number of genes per chromosome by 
a constant.  Herrera et al. (1998) summarize numerous methods for real-coded GA crossover and 
mutation; they resolve that non-uniform mutation (NUM) appears to yield fine tuning and the 
best results in later stages of the GA.  The non-uniform mutation scheme utilized in this work is 
described by Herrera et al. (1998) and originally by Michalewicz (1992). 
Real GAs may use a linear crossover operator (Wright, 1991), in which the two parent gene 
values can be considered to form a line, and the new gene takes a value along the line (both 
parent genes are multiplied by a weight less than one, then added together.)  Wright (1991) 
observes that combined real and linear crossover is preferable to real crossover only.  
Weaknesses with real crossover operators are described by Chang and Chen (1998), and indicate 
any child generated through crossover may be worse than either of the two parents (Wright, 
1991).  Chang and Chen (1998) summarize resolutions to this issue: to use flat crossover 
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proposed by Radcliffe (1990) by picking parameter values between the two parent’s parameter 
values, or by using blended crossover (BLX-α) proposed by Eshelman and Schaffer (1992).  
Herrera et al. (1998) resolve that BLX-α crossover yields the best results, especially when higher 
α values are used.  Chang and Chen (1998) determined that a real-coded GA with BLX-0.5 
works better than random search or a binary coded GA.  Chen (2003) analyzes several types of 
selection and mutation schemes for a real coded GA and resolves that in terms of crossover, 
BLX-0.5 (blending) exhibited the best performance.  From these results, BLX-0 crossover is 
introduced according to the method outlined by Herrera et al. (1998) and Eshelman et al. (1993). 
Once genetic algorithm parameters are established, reduced convergence time and better 
solutions may be achieved by altering memory schemes within a genetic algorithm.  Changes in 
the rainfall forecast resembles what Jin and Branke (2005) denote a time-varying fitness 
function.  Model predictive (or receding horizon) control will be used to account for the change 
in fitness function that occurs for changes in the rainfall forecast.  During model predictive 
control (MPC), a strategy for the operational (in this case also the forecast) horizon is developed 
during the first time interval.  The first interval of that optimized strategy is implemented while a 
new forecast is obtained and the next strategy is found. 
Model predictive control has been applied to plant irrigation (Park et al., 2009) as well as 
real-time traffic control signals (Lee et al., 2005; Memon and Bullen, 1996).  Additional work 
has applied MPC to the operation of an autonomous underwater vehicle (Naeem et al., 2005), 
and a laboratory fermenter (Onnen et al., 1997).  Hu and Chen (2005) apply GA optimization to 
model predictive control for aircraft arrival sequencing and scheduling.  Muleta and Nicklow 
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(2005) couple a genetic algorithm with the USDA SWAT model (and eventually an ANN) to 
determine optimal crop types for a 3-year planning horizon.  Dhar and Datta (2008) seek to 
minimize the deviation between target and actual reservoir levels in order to control downstream 
water quality.  Celeste et al. (2004) also use model predictive control for reservoir operation 
releases.  Rauch and Harremoes (1999) apply model predictive control in conjunction with a 
genetic algorithm to maximize the mean dissolved oxygen concentration below an urban 
wastewater system. 
At each time interval of model predictive control, a meta-model, as opposed to the actual 
model, can be optimized to limit computational time.  Jin and Branke (2005) and Jin (2005) 
assert that the meta-model should be correctly combined with the original fitness function; a 
procedure known as evolution control or model management helps to eliminate incorrect 
convergence.  Evolution control can be either individual-based, in which certain individuals are 
identified to be evaluated with the meta-model while others in the same generation are subject to 
the actual fitness function, or generation-based, in which all individuals in one generation are 
evaluated with one of the models. 
Several procedures can be used for evaluation in individual-based evolution control.  Jin et 
al. (2000) and Bull (1999) use the real fitness model to re-evaluate a fixed number of individuals 
with the best fitness as determined by the meta-model.  The most representative individual 
(closest to the center of each cluster of all individuals) is used for reevaluation by Bhattacharya 
and Lu (2003).  A specified sampling rate determines how many individuals in each generation 
are evaluated with the actual fitness model, and a sampling selection strategy determines which 
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individuals should be sampled.  When re-evaluating using the actual fitness function, it may be 
better to choose the individuals according to their approximate fitness rather than randomly.   
In generation-based evolution control, the real fitness function may be applied every 
predefined k generations.  The approximate reliability of the meta-model may vary at each 
generation, so generations undergoing meta-model evaluation should be selected carefully (Jin 
and Branke, 2005).  Another approach to generation-based evolution is to run the optimization 
using the meta-model until convergence, and then evaluate the solution with the actual fitness 
function. 
Yan and Minsker (2006) adaptively train an ANN through fitness sampling by utilizing a 
groundwater model to evaluate a certain number of population members at each generation; the 
homogeneity of the population determines how many members are tested in the actual model and 
used to retrain the ANN.  All of the individuals in the first several generations are evaluated by 
the actual simulation model to generate the training set for the ANN.  Retraining frequency 
decreases in later generations when the search enters smoother regions.  The same approach is 
taken by Behzadian et al. (2009) who test the initial GA population on the full physics-based 
model to generate sufficient data to train the ANN.  At each generation, a small number of 
chromosomes are re-evaluated using the full model.  Kourakow and Mantoglou (2009) develop a 
modular ANN within an Evolutionary Annealing Simplex Scheme (EASS); the modular system 
speeds up optimization and training time from an extensive global model.  Kourakow and 
Mantoglou (2009) evaluate the best points at each generation with the numerical model, and 
retrain only those networks that do not perform well. 
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Multiscale island genetic algorithms are proposed to mitigate the difference between faster, 
lower-resolution models and more accurate models with higher computational cost.  Babbar 
(2002) introduces a method of three islands within genetic algorithm populations, two of which 
compute solutions on a coarse grid and inject their solutions to the fine grid population at certain 
intervals.  This method proves more computationally intensive than performing all function 
evaluations on the fine grid alone, and Sinha and Minsker (2007) initially evaluate the entire 
population with the coarse resolution model, and then evaluate a specific percentage with the 
fine grid.  Individuals evaluated on the fine grid take over the population more quickly than for 
the Babbar (2002) approach. 
The use of memory in genetic algorithms is advocated to accelerate optimization for a 
changing fitness function.  GA evolution may require too much computational time to generate 
solutions from scratch (Branke, 1999), and memory-enhanced algorithms are used to provide 
quicker convergence to a changing optimum.  Onnen et al. (1997) note that although a GA must 
be designed for the particular problem in order to perform well, memory is also necessary.  GA 
memory may be incorporated explicitly or implicitly for continuous optimization; explicit 
memory requires the user to define specific strategies for storing and retrieving information and 
implicit memory requires the algorithm to make use of redundant representation on its own.  
Liekens et al. (2003) explain diploid genetic algorithms as carrying two haploid (regular 
solution) chromosomes.  A dominance operator must be defined to resolve the value of the 
resulting haploid if the corresponding diploid genes differ.  Implicit genetic algorithm memory 
enhancement via diploidy and dominance has been coded into a GA by Goldberg and Smith 
(1987).  Although implicit memory could allow the GA to more quickly and easily adapt to 
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changes in the problem environment, Branke (1999) indicates that explicit memory may be better 
for chromosomes whose genes can take more than one of two states, and notes that memory may 
not be beneficial unless the optimum returns to the same position. 
Kapanoglu and Miller (2004) incorporate a memory-based population seeding algorithm 
within a GA to retain decision maker knowledge within flexible manufacturing systems.  
Memory enhancements specific to model predictive control have been evaluated by Onnen et al. 
(1997), who propose a population initializing approach for which the genes from the two best 
individuals from the last evolution (time step) will be shifted by one interval (the time duration 
already accounted for) while the other population members are initialized randomly.  Yang 
(2006) develops an associative memory scheme which stores GA environmental information 
(convergence information, standard deviation, and variance of the genetic algorithm population) 
as well as the good solution in memory for future use.  The environmental characteristics are 
stored as allele distribution vectors denoting the convergence information of the population.  Any 
change in the environment calls the allele distribution vector associated with the best re-
evaluated memory solution to create a new population. 
Pico and Wainwright use a moving window scheme with a micro-GA in which the offspring 
and parents occupy the same pool, and the weakest chromosome is dropped at every generation.  
They increase the mutation rate so that every child chromosome undergoes mutation in order to 
maintain diversity.  Coello and Pulido (2001) also study this particular genetic algorithm 
structure and include memory to initialize the population.  Fogarty (1989) alters traditional 
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genetic operators by generating only one new population member and deleting only one after 
each mutation step to create an incremental GA.   
2.3 Spatial Scaling and Long-Term Capital Investments 
The appropriate spatial extent at which to analyze physical processes has been an ongoing 
research topic in hydrology (Wood et al., 1988; Seyfried and Wilcox, 1995).  More recent work 
has focused on the best spatial scales at which to evaluate management practices, whether they 
be for ecosystem management (Steel et al., 2005; Hein et al., 2006), green roof placement for 
runoff control (Carter and Jackson, 2007), or economic impacts of carbon sequestration locations 
(Antle et al.,1999).  Work by Luk et al. (2000) evaluated the spatial area of rainfall data needed 
to reach the best ANN performance.  The third part of this work addresses the appropriate spatial 
scale at which to evaluate real-time changes to management decisions.  The results will indicate 
whether using an optimization algorithm to make decisions at a larger spatial scale (and therefore 
changing more variables in a hydraulic system) proves more valuable, informative, and useful, 
and if constraints can be better met. 
Long-term structural changes to the sewer system may offer additional benefits to reduce 
CSOs beyond real-time optimization.  Multi-objective optimization for water resources problems 
that encompass long- and short-term strategies includes work by Ostfeld and Tubaltzev (2008), 
who sum the construction cost of pipes, pumps, and tanks, and the pump operational cost within 
a water distribution system to create a single objective in their formulation.  Cembrano et al. 
(2004) perform multi-objective optimization to minimize flooding, sewer overflow volumes, and 
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sewer storage using changes to sluice gate positions at 30 minute intervals over a multi-storm 
duration. 
The application of a GA for long-term planning has been undertaken by Muleta and 
Nicklow (2005) who couple a genetic algorithm with the USDA SWAT model (which is 
eventually replaced by an ANN to reduce computational requirements) to determine optimal land 
use (crop type) and management activity that reduces erosion and sedimentation for a 3-year 
planning horizon.  Dhar and Datta (2008) seek to minimize the deviation between target and 
actual reservoir levels in order to control downstream water quality over an operating horizon of 
7 to 10 days.  The solutions consist of short-term reservoir operating rules, as do the results from 
Celeste et al. (2004), who minimize the sum of deviations of reservoir releases and storage 
values from target values.  Rauch and Harremoes (1999) apply a genetic algorithm with a model 
predictive control framework to maximize the mean dissolved oxygen concentration downstream 
of an urban wastewater system. 
Although many papers have suggested offline improvements to sewer systems, existing 
work has not combined possible infrastructure changes and their interactions with optimal online 
decision making in one formulation.  Moeini and Afshar (2012) investigate the optimal layout 
and pipe diameters in a sanitary sewer network using ant colony optimization, but do not link 
their results to online real-time control.  Lai et al. (2000) suggest that sewer rehabilitation may be 
necessary, and propose replacing pipes with larger diameter conduits or constructing parallel 
sewers to minimize sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs). Muleta and Boulos (2007) use the NSGA-
II multi-objective optimization method to find the best combination of conduit diameters, 
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storages, and pumping capacities to minimize flooding (overflow volume) and cost.  This work 
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The methodology used to develop all components of Figure 3.1 is discussed in the following 
sections: 3.1 details the hydraulics, 3.2 describes the optimization algorithms, and 3.3 presents 
modifications to the hydraulic models and optimization algorithms to address larger-scale 
systems and capital improvements.  
3.1 Hydraulic Model Methodology 
Combined sewer inflows are portrayed through a linear reservoir model which has proven 
successful for watershed routing (Diskin et al., 1984), and is used in this case to reduce detailed 
hydrologic computations.  The cell model was introduced by Diskin et al. (1984), and further 
utilized by Karnieli et al. (1994) and Ostfeld and Pries (2003).  The model convolutes rainfall in 
accordance with a unit hydrograph U (Equation 3.1) that represents two linear reservoirs in series 












                                                                                                             3.1 
In Equation 3.1, the variables K1 and K2 are the storage coefficients of each reservoir (in 
units of 1 over time); in this case          and K1 (shown in Equation 3.2) is proportional to 
the sewershed area (Ac) and an overall mean reservoir coefficient (AKC) that can be used for 



















The hydrograph unit U has units equal to the inverse of time.  The resulting hydrograph 
flows (Qn) are generated for each sewershed through convolution of the linear system as shown 










1                                                                                                                   3.3
 
The precipitation P must be specified as a volume.  New flows are computed whenever the 
input rainfall forecast is updated.  The reservoir coefficients K1 and K2 are both assigned to be 1 
for all areas.  Model coefficients may be changed to allow faster hydrograph responses typical of 
urban areas; these values can be altered during calibration to SWMM or an actual system. 
A computational method that prevents having to re-run unsteady, non-uniform flow models 
for different inflow rates is ideal for efficiency.  Requisite model runs for separate flow 
conditions may be replaced by ratings that associate flow rate and water depth.  Many rating 
curves are empirically based and address the stage and discharge at a single point (Rantz, 1982; 
Kennedy, 1984; Herschy, 1995.) The empirical curves rely on many stream measurements 
assuming uniform flow conditions. A theoretical way of developing a rating curve is temporally 
and economically more efficient, and may be more practical (Schmidt and Yen, 2001; Braca, 
2008).  Theoretical delivery curves that map open channel discharge values for a combination of 
given upstream and downstream water elevations were first introduced by Bakhmeteff (1932).  
These delivery curves, which plotted lines of constant water depth at one end of the channel for 
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axes of changing elevation at the other end and flow rate, were the first to theoretically quantify 
the gradually varied flow equations and compile them offline. 
Yen and Gonzalez-Castro (1994) extend the delivery curves to hydraulic performance 
curves (HPCs) of constant flow plotted for various upstream and downstream elevations; 
different HPC curves for a given reach are assembled into a hydraulic performance graph (HPG).  
Yen and Gonzalez-Castro (1994) and Gonzalez-Castro and Ansar (2004) model several open-
channels in series with HPGs; channels are divided based on geometric properties, structures, 
and lateral flow.  The HPG has been incorporated into finite difference simulations to 
successfully route flow in unbranched systems (Gonzalez-Castro and Yen, 2000).  To eliminate 
the need for finite difference computations, Hoy and Schmidt (2006) introduce the volumetric 
performance graph (VPG) to conserve mass, and show that an accurate stepwise steady model 
can be constructed using both the HPG and the VPG.  Their model, the storage routing model 
(SRM), provides the basis of this work. 
This methodology section presents the theory and solution process for the storage routing 
model (SRM) and discusses SRM additions and approaches novel to this work.  The HPG and 
VPG comprise a collection of the backwater profiles for the reach created independent of storm 
events.  These profiles are created through the gradually varied flow equation discussed in the 
following subsection.  The additions made in this work, including extension for pressurized flow 
and supercritical calculations are also presented.  The solution method is then described. 
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3.1.1 HPG and VPG Formulation 
The HPG and VPG are constructed from the St. Venant Equations (Chow et al., 1988).  The 
HPG describes the flow capacity of an open channel as a function of the downstream water 
surface elevation (Yen and Gonzalez-Castro; 1994, 2000; Schmidt, 2002), and accounts for the 
conservation of momentum in the St. Venant equations (Equations 3.4 and 3.5).  The gradually 
varied flow equation used to determine flow capacities is derived from the conservation of 
momentum.   
  The continuity (conservation of mass) equation shown as Equation 3.4 governs flow Q 
through a control volume with cross-sectional area A, length ∂x, and no lateral inflows during 











                                                                                                                         3.4 
The second component of the St. Venant equations is conservation of momentum, which is 





























                                                                             3.5 
In Equation 3.5 above, Sf represents the friction slope calculated through the Manning 
equation, S0 is the channel bottom slope, h is the flow depth, g is gravitational acceleration, and β 
is the momentum correction coefficient (describing the difference in velocity profiles) assumed 
equal to 1.  Terms representing pressure that is not hydrostatically distributed, longitudinal 
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variation of internal stresses, and wind shear are negligible for gradually varied gravity flows 
(Yen, 1973) and have been omitted. 
The HPG represents an approximation to the conservation of momentum in a reach, 










 in Equation 3.5.  The unsteadiness term is 
negligibly small compared to the other terms in Equation 3.5 for most conditions commonly 
found in sewers (Schmidt, 2002.)  Equation 3.5 can further be reduced to the gradually varied 
flow equation (Equation 3.6) by assuming a prismatic channel for which the change in area is 
attributed only to a change in depth.  The assumption of a prismatic channel allows the 
convective acceleration term to reduce to a function of velocity squared, as in the denominator of 























                                                                                             3.6 
The second term in the denominator of Equation 3.6 yields the Froude number which 
represents the ratio of inertial to gravitational forces.  Variable V is the flow velocity, D is the 
conduit diameter, and g is gravitational acceleration.  The variable h depicts water pressure head 
in the conduit, dx represents increments in the lengthwise conduit distance, S0 is the energy slope 
of the water, and Sf is the friction slope. 
Hence, the HPG gives the change in head over a reach given by the gradually varied flow 
equation.  The HPG can be incorporated to describe momentum conservation as a lookup given 
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in Equation 3.7, where y represents water depth, Q represents conduit flow, subscript i indicates 
the downstream end of the conduit, i+1 is the upstream end, and subscript t is the current time 

















yHPGy                                                                                         3.7 
The HPG function (Equation 3.7) provides the upstream water elevation in a reach 
(subscript i+1) as a function of the downstream water elevation (subscript i) and average flow 
rate in the conduit.  The change in water surface elevation depicted in Equation 3.7 is derived 
from the derivative of y (or flow depth h) with respect to distance x in Equation 3.6.  Equation 
3.6 calculates water depths at numerous consecutive increments of dx until the full conduit 
length is achieved. Friction slope Sf is averaged over the distance dx at each step. 
Conservation of mass in the St. Venant equations is maintained through the VPG introduced 
by Hoy (2005).  The VPG describes the volume stored in the reach for each flow condition 
described by the HPG.  Integrating the continuity equation for the length of a reach (distance 
intervals i to i+1) yields Equation 3.8.  All variables and subscripts are equivalent to those 













                                                                                                        3.8 
The flow area is defined as variable A.  The VPG calculates storage (S) by integrating the 








AdxS , can be computed using the VPG.  The second and third terms on the left hand 
side of Equation 3.8 are known values of the flow at the upstream and downstream ends of the 
reach.  The effect of substituting the storage for the integral over area and removing dt from the 
denominator is shown in Equation 3.9. 
  01   dtQQdS ii                                                                                                            3.9 
















dtQdtQdS                                                                                                3.10 
Storage, inflow, and outflow values at each time step must be defined.  The flow values are 
















kk                                                              3.11 
This is the flow balance that is needed at each reach for mass conservation.  The storage 
values are obtained from the VPG.  The conduit storage at the current time step, Sk, is the VPG 
value for the average conduit flows (Equation 3.12).  Figure 3.2b illustrates application of 
















yVPGS                                                                                               3.12 
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The function VPG represents the volume integral under the water surface elevation, and is 
discretized at the same increments as the friction slope above.  Figure 3.2a shows the HPG flows 
up to pressurized conditions for subcritical flow in a typical reach.  Figure 3.2b shows the VPG. 
 
Figure 3.2: HPG and VPG 
Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b show that each HPG and VPG line represents a constant flow.  
Figure 3.2b shows that as downstream water levels increase, constant flow lines approach 
maximum conduit storage (the horizontal).  Given a downstream water surface elevation (on the 
x-axis) and average flow rate for a conduit, the upstream water surface or storage volume can be 
determined  from the y-axis of the graph in Figure 3.2 by interpolating between the lines of the 
HPG or VPG.  The HPG/VPG approach implicitly assumes step-wise steady flow; depth and 
discharge are considered constant within each time interval but changes between time intervals.  














































water surface through a backwater equation model, as a result, the HPG cannot be expressed as a 
simple closed form expression and necessitates offline computation. Construction of the HPG 
can be done through the standard step method (Chow, 1959) or a program such as HEC-RAS 
(USACE).  The HPG and VPG files for this work were created offline for a range of flow rates 
and downstream boundary conditions for each sub-conduit through tools scripted in C++ (Oberg 
et al., 2008).  The benefits of the HPG and VPG approaches over online calculation of the 
momentum equations (Duchesne et al. 2001) is that they enable offline computation of the 
backwater profiles and permit the profiles to be referenced in a lookup table, avoiding extensive 
computations. 
Current variations of the HPG and VPG for closed conduits extend water surface elevations 
to only approximately 80% of the pipe diameter (d0); at this point (flow depth d equal to 0.80d0) 
flow conveyance is the highest.  Yen and Gonzalez-Castro (1994) and Yen and Gonzalez-Castro 
(2000) address pressurized conditions only as rating curves under bridges in open channel cross 
sections, and haven’t extended their methodology to incorporate pressurized flow in closed 
conduits into the HPG.  In order to ensure storage balance in the conduits for high flows, this 
study extends the HPG and VPG curves to include pressurized flow. 
Water surface depths up to 80% of the conduit diameter (d/d0 = 0.8) result in a unique water 
elevation for every flow rate.  Extension of the HPG to pressurized conditions is difficult because 
as water elevations approach the pipe-full diameter, the wetted perimeter increases faster than the 
conveyance area and the flow pressurizes quickly, causing numerical and physical oscillations 
for both flow depth and storage.  For a transition range of flow depths from d/d0 = 0.8 to d/d0 = 
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1.2, two possible upstream elevations exist for a given downstream water elevation and flow rate 
(Chow, 1959), forming two lines for every single line of constant flow shown in Figure 3.2a.  
Identification of a single upstream water elevation within the transition range is made feasible by 
incorporating pressurized flow into the HPG through the Darcy-Weisbach equation (Young et 
al., 2001).  To resolve the discontinuity between the HPG curves for open channel flow (up to a 
downstream water elevation of 0.8d0) and the Darcy-Weisbach addition, the upstream water 
elevations for all constant flow lines within the HPG are computed using the Darcy-Weisbach 
equation with a downstream water elevation of 1.2d0 (Chow, 1959), shown as the black circles in 
Figure 3.3a.  The 80% conduit full flow (gray circles in Figure 3.3a) is connected with a straight 
line to this new point, and  the HPG curves follow the Darcy-Weisbach function when the water 
elevation and flow rate exceed the 120 percent conduit-full flow condition, after which only one 
flow rate persists for each increasing water elevation. 
The Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient is calculated by relating Manning’s equation to the 
Darcy-Weisbach equation.  At conduit full flow, the hydraulic radius R of the flow is constant.  
The relationship used to compute the friction coefficient (f) from Manning’s roughness (n) is 









                                                                                                        3.13  
The VPG corresponding to the HPG must also be extended for pressurized conditions.   
Allowing a constant storage volume after pipe-full conditions have been met (the gray point in 
Figure 3.3b) may cause numerical oscillations at steady state as the change in storage relative to 
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a change in water elevation (dS/dd) is zero, and different flow combinations at consecutive time 
intervals allow the storage equation to balance.  Slightly altering conduit storage capacity at 
pressurized flow by adding a small area to represent pipe elasticity and fluid compressibility will 
define the storage volume as a function of water elevation and flow, and give the derivative a 
slope to allow numerical solution.  The maximum capacity can be altered to allow interpolation 
and search by introducing a small derivative through the Priessman slot concept (Cunge et al., 
1980; Yen, 1986) for storage calculation only; in this case a width of 0.01 feet is used. 
 
Figure 3.3: HPG and VPG Extended for Pressurized Conditions 
The SRM model for any system of reaches may be solved as a series of links connected by 
junctions.  Link types include conduits, gates, weirs, or orifices; these may have stationary 
geometry (weirs and conduits) or adjustable geometry (sluice gates).  Conduit links have stage-
discharge ratings defined through the HPG and VPG; orifice and weir links are defined through 
appropriate depth-flow equations used by Franz and Melching (1997) within the USGS FEQ 
dynamic wave model to develop two-dimensional tables.  Sluice gate links are defined through a 
a: Pressurized HPG b: Pressurized VPG


































































































family of three-dimensional tables derived from the tainter gate model described by Franz and 
Melching (1997).  Although different link types exhibit structure-specific head versus discharge 
relations, use of rating curves ensures that a similar lookup approach can be used for all 
connecting links at each junction.  Junctions consist of inflow, outflow, or boundary nodes and 
are located at the upstream or downstream end of links.  At a junction, mass is conserved 
between multiple inputs (Qin) and outputs (Qout) assuming no junction storage (ΔS = 0) as shown 
in Equation 3.14.   
SQQ outin                                                                                                            3.14 
Water elevations of all included nodes are equated at each junction. 
3.1.2 Solution Method 
To conserve both mass and momentum in the interceptor conduits considered in this paper, 
storage and mass are optimized until they balance at each time step within an implicit-in-time 
numerical formulation (Hoy, 2005).  Jin and Fread (1997) report that the numerical requirement 
for explicit numerical scheme stability is subject to the Courant number, and requires small 
computational steps that lead to high convergence times.  For simulation in real time, 
implementation of the large, sparse matrix within a computationally implicit scheme reduces 
convergence time.  The iterative solution method accounts for flow propagations forward or 
backward (negative flows) that do not need to be explicitly coded.  Martin (personal 
correspondence 2010) expanded the original work by Hoy (2005) by introducing ghost nodes to 
resolve continuity problems at the junctions.  Ghost nodes duplicate actual nodes in the hydraulic 
system, and are introduced at junctions to allow boundary definition.  The SRM work is also 
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expanded in this paper by implementing the solution using matrix inversion within Newton-
Raphson iteration.  The flow chart shown in Figure 3.4 depicts the SRM formulation. 
 
Figure 3.4: Flow Chart for Hydraulic Computations 
Initial flow (Q) and water surface elevation (y) values are assumed for all system nodes to 
initiate computations; then Q and y values are subject to Newton-Raphson solution until a 
specified convergence is reached.  During each convergence step, if the node water elevation 
upstream of any supercritical flow is below the critical flow depth, the solution proceeds 
separately both upstream and downstream of the node.  The separate upstream and downstream 
regions are specified as Section 1, 2, or 3 in Figure 3.5.   The upstream section is bounded by a 
rating that yields critical depth as a function of the flow rate at the node where critical depth is 
realized.  If, during the iteration, the upstream node water depth exceeds critical depth, solution 
of the entire system resumes. 
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For all time steps
Solve Matrix System
Set initial Q and y values
Define new downstream boundary at the top 
of conduit, keep the same upstream boundary
Redefine downstream boundary to original 
position, keep the same upstream boundary
For all time 




Evaluate Q and y values for all nodes




This work implements pressurized flows, supercritical flows, weir overflows, and inflows 
throughout the interceptor system.  Weir and inflow junctions are necessary at multiple upstream 
locations due to the structure of the interceptors; water is collected from watersheds in series and 
released at corresponding downstream overflow points.  Figure 3.5 depicts the nodes involved in 
the computation.  Ghost nodes represent the denoted weirs and inflows in Figure 3.5.  During 
calculations, ghost nodes take the same water surface elevation as surrounding junction nodes, 
and are assigned a flow rate based on the boundary type (inflow, weir flow, or depth-discharge 
relationship) at that location.  Ghost nodes are factored into junction calculations through the 
summation depicted in Equation 3.14. 
 
Figure 3.5: Model Layout for Newton-Raphson Calculation 
At each time step, a system of equations and its Jacobian (a matrix of the partial derivatives) 
are built to solve for continuity.  In addition to the equations that define upstream water elevation 
as a function of the HPG and conduit flow, and those that define the storage as a function of 
conduit flow and elevation, the set of equations includes mass balance at the junctions and water 




























exists for each water elevation and flow rate throughout the interceptor system.  The system 
equations implemented within the Newton-Rhapson solution are included in Appendix A. 
The derivatives of all equations must be found during Newton-Raphson iteration.  The 
derivatives for HPG and VPG lookup, Equations 3.7 and 3.12, are found through three point 
interpolation.  Definition of a single derivative value and direction from HPG lookup may be 
complicated by supercritical flows.  The HPC lines for a mild slope conduit approach flow-
specific normal depth upstream for a range of controlling downstream water surface elevations 
and do not overlap.  Conduits in which water surface profiles are controlled by critical depth at 
the upstream boundary introduce constant flow lines that overlap, as shown in the HPG for a 
steep slope reach in Figure 3.6.  The dashed horizontal lines of constant flow rate represent a 
range of supercritical flows for which the upstream water surface elevation is not affected by the 
downstream conditions. 
The HPG as shown in Figure 3.6 has been constructed to include supercritical flow.  
Interpolation errors result when the supercritical HPG is used to define derivatives where non-
unique water elevations exist for a given flow rate.  In order to incorporate supercritical flows 
into the computational format introduced by Hoy (2005), conditional statements within the 
Newton-Raphson iteration direct calculations to the portion of the supercritical HPG curve 
specific to either an upstream critical depth or an upstream depth larger than critical, depending 




Figure 3.6: Adjustment for Supercritical Flow 
Figure 3.6 shows all HPC curves to approach the horizontal water surface on the upper right.  
The line on the right side of Figure 3.6 (labeled yup = ycritical) represents the critical depth for the 
upstream water surface, which is the control for a supercritical slope.  Horizontal straight lines 
extending left from the line for yup = yc in Figure 3.6 show that many possible downstream water 
surface elevations allow the upstream elevation to remain at critical depth. 
The upper left hand corner of Figure 3.6 shows a closer view of the derivatives that occur 
when the water elevation at the downstream end of the conduit falls in the region where the 
upstream water elevation may be critical.  Many lines of different flow rates overlap through the 
same region.  From a point on the HPG above the critical straight line, a small increase in the 
flow rate will cause either a vertical upward shift in the upstream water elevation (towards a 
horizontal critical flow line for a higher flow rate) or a shift to the right (to another non-critical 
































Yen (1973) recognizes that hydraulic boundaries exist at abrupt drops in pipe elevation; in 
this case hydraulic boundaries would be introduced by steep-sloped conduits.  For supercritical 
flow conditions, hydraulic boundaries would allow the interceptor system to be divided into 
hydraulically separated sub-problems to find water elevations and flows.  A recursion is 
implemented in the code (as discussed previously and in Figure 3.4) to negotiate multiple 
upstream water elevation values and restrict the derivative. 
During iteration, the Newton Raphson routine may encounter a set of conditions which 
prohibit convergence.  Unsuccessful convergence is usually attributed to a large increase in the 
amount of system inflow, such as witnessed in design storm events when flows are simulated to 
immediately surpass dry weather flow levels.  An abrupt increase in flow between time steps T1 
and T2 (as depicted in Figure 3.7) can best be handled by interpolating inflows between flows I1 
and I2 (which correspond to time steps T1 and T2) to encounter a lower inflow value.  Figure 3.7 
shows an example of an original time step with duration Δt.  At an indication of non-convergence 
in water surface elevations and flows (iterations that exceed a pre-specified value), the time step 






Figure 3.7: Time Step Adjustment 
System variables for the first half of the time step are computed first, and if I0.5 proves too 
large of an inflow, the time step is further reduced by two to yield an inflow I0.25.  The halving of 
time steps is most frequently applied in the early stages of model initialization as water levels 
rise. 
3.2 Optimization Methodology 
The physics-based models described in Section 3.1 are implemented in the MPC 
methodology shown in Figure 3.1, detailed below. Section 3.2.1 presents the MPC objective 
function formulation.  The second sub-section (3.2.2) discusses the constraints imposed on the 
hydraulic model during optimization, and the third (3.2.3) details the genetic algorithm 
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3.2.1 Optimization Formulation 
Combined sewer overflow and pumping costs are depicted through an objective function 
calculation within a moving window approach to model predictive control (MPC).  The moving 
window formulation minimizes the cost of the predicted volumetric flow rate of overflow, C, 
calculated at sequential 15-minute time increments Δt, out to time horizon  ΔtNt   based on 
system information available at time t as shown in Equation 3.15. 







, minimize           3.15 
In Equation 3.15, C represents the summed CSO penalty and operational costs, t stands for 
the current time interval, integer k advances through all values of the number of intervals in the 
prediction horizon N, and Δt represents the size of time interval.  The cost of system operation (C 
in Equation 3.15) represents the objective function value, or fitness, for each solution evaluated 
within the GA optimization.  A hydraulic model proposed by Zimmer et al. (2013) and described 
in Chapter 4 of this dissertation computes CSO volumes.  The model incorporates mass and 
momentum equations into a series of look-up tables that are extended for surcharged flow; flow 
is routed downstream based on a hydraulic performance graph (HPG) and a volumetric 
performance graph (VPG) established for each conduit.  The model includes sewer and deep 
tunnel components imported from Arc-GIS, and is coupled with updates in rainfall forecasts and 
the optimization strategy.  River levels, deep tunnel levels, and observed rainfall (system state 
variables) are updated at each time step Δt within the MPC strategy.  The overflow cost is a 
function of the decision variables and the current and future system state variables, which consist 
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of water levels and flow rates throughout the sewer system designated by the vector Y in 
Equation 3.15.    System decision variables consist of sluice gate positions that control whether 
water enters the deep tunnel or flows into the river, as well as a treatment plant pumping rate on 
the interceptor lines.  Water levels at each connecting structure determine whether an overflow 
will occur.  Overflows can occur in the following three ways: 
1) Local CSO: Water can overflow from the connecting structure if the inflow rate from the 
interceptor is greater than flow permitted to leave through the sluice gate to the deep 
tunnel. 
2) Pump Station CSO: The downstream treatment plant experiences CSOs when flows out 
of the interceptor are higher than the treatment plant capacity.  Local CSOs (at the 
dropshafts) reduce the amount of interceptor flow to the treatment plant and are an 
alternative to pump station CSOs. 
3) Global CSO: Water elevations in the deep tunnel may cause high water surface 
elevations, or pressurized grade lines, at each of the dropshafts.  When the elevation of 
water in the deep tunnel is greater than the water level in any of the connecting 
structures, inflow will leave the connecting structure through the overflow weir. 
The volume from each type of overflow is then evaluated for its contribution to the total fitness, 
or cost, within the optimization model. 
The model predictive control algorithm used in this work is outlined by Onnen et al. (1997) 
and Naeem et al. (2005) and is depicted in Figure 3.8.  This work computes boundary conditions 
for the section of the hydraulic system studied with an EPA SWMM model.  These boundaries 
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are incorporated into the hydraulic model as shown within the MPC algorithm steps.  Step 1 in 
Figure 3.8 takes inputs from the EPA SWMM generated boundaries and the current rainfall 
forecast and initializes a population of solutions comprised of sluice gate positions and a 
pumping rate for the prediction window.  Genetic evolution then ensues in step 2; the control 
sequence coded by each solution is evaluated with the hydraulic model which yields CSO flow 
rates as well as flow rates to a deep tunnel.  The hydraulic model for the tunnel is then used to 
evaluate the deep tunnel water elevations.  Pressurized deep tunnel water levels yield a non-zero 
constraint value within the optimization that GA evolution seeks to reduce.  Tournament 
selection finds the solution that yields the lowest tunnel pressurization level (constraint value) 
and fitness (CSO and operational cost), and step 3 implements the first interval of the solution 
within the actual system (simulated here as the hydraulic model).  The prediction horizon is 
advanced in step 4; the rainfall prediction window slides forward in time in step 5; a new set of 






Figure 3.8: Model Predictive Control Algorithm 
At each time step, the control signal Y(t) is implemented in the hydrologic-hydraulic model 
and the computation is repeated with the prediction horizon (k) moving forward one interval.  
The iteration process is continued until no additional overflows are predicted within the 
prediction window.  The formulation presented above is computed with a genetic algorithm 
coded in Matlab and parallelized for separate fitness function evaluations across as many as 12 
cores. 
SWMM calculations for 
water surface elevations at 
tunnel boundary for 
updated inflow conditions
Precipitation 
forecast for 1 hour
GA initializes population; chromosomes 
consist of control sequence for a 1-hour 
rainfall prediction 
GA evolution determines 




Use of control sequence to 
define sluice gate positions
Tunnel boundary location 
and flow simulation
GA tournament selection 
based on constraint values 
determined from tunnel flow
Gate positions and pumping rate 
coded by the first four genes (first 15 
minute interval) of the best sequence 
are implemented
Total CSO Volume 
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All variations of the genetic algorithm and constraints are implemented within the MPC 
framework given in Figure 3.8.  The following sections discuss the constraints used in the 
optimization, the genetic algorithm parameters, and various genetic algorithm modifications to 
improve computational efficiency for real-time implementation. 
3.2.2 Constraint Definition 
A common cause of unsteady flow in tunnels is high water surface elevations close to 
pressurized conditions.  Vasconcelos and Wright (2005) state that air near the pipe crown can be 
trapped and create dangerous flow dynamics once the pipe water surface pressurizes.  If the deep 
tunnel inflow rate is larger than the outflow rate (which occurs early in most storm events when 
initial tunnel storage is very low) the behavior of the pressurization wave as it moves upstream 
becomes more dynamic (Politano et al., 2007) and may cause pressure transients, air entrapment, 
water hammer, and geysering that can damage the tunnels and areas above the tunnels.  Wright et 
al. (2009) determined that geysers occur due to surcharged water that is forced upwards as 
trapped air pockets escape through dropshaft ventilation.  A rapid tunnel-filling situation is most 
prone to rapid air entrapment, but even low inflows can cause geysering if the water level 
approaches the conduit diameter and air remains at the top of the pipe; this air may not be 
expelled through ventilation as easily as if the inflow rate were higher (Vasconcelos and Wright, 
2006).   
Unstable behavior at pressurization may be prevented by limiting inflow to the tunnel, 
which limits surge strength near the end of the pressurization interval (Guo and Song, 1990).  
Glovick et al. (2003) also advise that tunnel inflow should stop before surges have propagated all 
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the way to the upstream end of the tunnel; the additional volume can help to dissipate 
momentum.  Vasconcelos and Wright (2006) show that the risk of geysering may be reduced if 
the tunnel is operated to prevent pressurized air pockets from rising through water-filled 
dropshafts. 
In response to these studies, a constraint is imposed in the GA-MPC framework that restricts 
flows from entering the tunnel when the tunnel water depth at the location most downstream in 
the system reaches or exceeds 80% of the tunnel diameter at that point.  Equation 3.16 details the 
calculation of the constraint imposed on the optimization due to pressurized deep tunnel levels.  
In Equation 3.16, WSElimit indicates the water elevation when depth reaches 80% of the tunnel 
diameter (Equation 3.16a) and is taken as constant across all solutions and computational 
intervals.  In Equation 3.16b, WSEmaximum represents the boundary condition value calculated by 
EPA SWMM with all possible interceptor flow directed to tunnel dropshafts.  This maximum 
possible water surface value is changed at each computational interval (k) out to the operational 
horizon (N) using SWMM-generated values computed in each prediction interval before 
optimization begins.  WSEcomputed is the tunnel water surface elevation calculated within SRM for 
each GA solution. 












constraint                                3.16b 
WSEcomputed may fall below WSElimit when the computed water surface in the tunnel is below 
maximum flow limits at all dropshafts of interest, resulting in a negative constraint value.  The 
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constraint value is then assigned to be 0, which means that only constraint values above zero will 
limit inflow to the deep tunnel.  WSEmaximum should usually (except for small differences between 
SRM and SWMM) be larger than (or equal to) WSEcomputed; the denominator term in Equation 
3.16b therefore scales the constraint to values between 0 and 1. 
Zavislak (2004) tested several methods to deal with constraints within GA optimization; 
niched selection (Goldberg, 1989) appears to be the best and is used for this study as shown in 
Figure 3.9. 
 
Figure 3.9: Niched Tournament Selection 
Niched selection prefers a feasible solution over an infeasible solution of lower fitness.  
When two infeasible solutions are compared, the less infeasible wins over the chromosome of 
lower fitness.  Tournament selection with replacement is used with a tournament size of four, 
which produce the best results during early tests with this problem. 
3.2.3 Genetic Algorithm Parameters 
GA optimization proves more efficient than enumeration algorithms by utilizing building 
blocks that remain constant across good solutions (Goldberg, 2002).  These building blocks (or 
schemata) enable the GA to process many solutions in parallel (Goldberg, 1989), thereby 
avoiding the curse of dimensionality encountered in dynamic programming (Michalewicz et al., 
1992).  The fitness, or objective function value, of a chromosome can be computed using the 
Infeasible vs. Infeasible Lower Infeasibility Wins
Infeasible vs. Feasible Feasible Wins
Feasible vs. Feasible Lower Fitness Wins
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simulation model.  Populations of possible solutions undergo probability-based selection in 
which the likelihood of an individual to undergo reproduction is a function of its fitness 
(Goldberg 1989).  Individuals then are subject to crossover between good solutions, which 
proves valuable in the beginning of the search by taking larger steps towards possible better 
solutions (Fogel, 1993).  Mutation is then applied to individual decision variables to add 
diversity to the search in the latter stages when the solution variety is lost (Spears, 1992). 
Each solution (chromosome) within the GA consists of decision variables (genes) and 
represents a possible management strategy for the system.  Real-coded GAs, in which decision 
variables are represented as non-binary intervals, may be more intuitive for some problems with 
continuous variables (Herrera et al., 1998) and will be used for this hydraulic application in 
accordance with work done by Onnen et al. (1997) and Naeem et al. (2005) who assert that real-
coded genes minimize potential coding errors. 
An increase in the mutation rate can be applied to compensate for a lower population size by 
introducing diversity to the search (Tate and Smith, 1993; Wright, 1991).  Because the 
population size used in this algorithm is fixed during each run (and does not change based on 
environmental parameters), a high mutation rate is necessary to expand the breadth of the search, 
at least for early generations.  Wright (1991) supports higher mutation rates and uses a range of 
0.04 to 0.3; a mutation rate of 0.05 for this work is derived from these values.   
A summary of numerous crossover and mutation methods for real-coded GAs indicates that 
non-uniform mutation appears to yield fine tuning and the best results in later stages of the GA 
(Herrera et al., 1998).  Herrera et al. (1998) and Michalewicz (1992) introduce the non-uniform 
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mutation scheme used in this study.  The non-uniform mutation operator is applied at every 
generation.  The new value of the gene after mutation, c
’
i is computed from the original gene 



















                                                                                            
3.17 
In Equation 3.17, g stands for the current generation, and gmax is the maximum number of 
generations for the entire algorithm in the current MPC time step.  The binary value τ is a 
random number that can be either 1 or 0 with 50% probability, bi is the highest possible value of 
the gene, ai is the lowest value the gene can take (in this case, the gene value can be no less than 


























1,                                                                                                     3.18 
The variable r is a random number from the closed interval 0 to 1 (possible range of gene 
values) and b is an exponent taken as 5 in accordance with the value applied by Herrera et al. 
(1995).  The variable y represents the maximum value in the closed interval given by bi-ci (the 
change possible between the current gene value and its maximum value) or ci-ai (the possible 
change between the gene value and its minimum).   In this case the number of generations 
depends on convergence of the minimum population, and gmax is set to 50 based on initial 
comparison and the minimum value at which no change in convergence was realized.   
The weaknesses of some crossover operators for real-coded GAs are described by Chang 
and Chen (1998), and indicate that any child generated through crossover may be worse than 
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either of the two parents (Wright, 1991).  Chang and Chen (1998) propose a resolution by using 
either flat crossover proposed by Radcliffe (1990), or by using blended crossover (BLX) 
proposed by Eshelman and Schaffer (1992).  Herrera et al. (1998) and Chang and Chen (1998) 
found that blended crossover yields the best results.  BLX-0 crossover, which specifies blended 
crossover with no deviation outside the values specified by the parent decision variable values, is 
introduced according to the method outlined by Herrera et al. (1998) and Eshelman et al. (1993).   
The value of each of two new genes, hi, is computed to be a random number on the closed 
interval shown in Equation 3.19).  In this case, α is set to 0 and the range of new gene values 
does not extend above or below the parent gene values.   
  IcIc  maxmin  ,                                                                                                             3.19 
Equation 5.6 determines the range of possible values that the interval bounds in Equation 
3.20 can take when BLX-0 crossover is applied.  As previously described, cmin and cmax indicate 




i are the two parent values of the 
decision variable in the same location as the one to be created. 
     minmax21max21min ,,max,,min ccIcccccc iiii                                                        3.20 









In Equation 3.21, s is the selection pressure and is equal to 2 for binary tournament 
selection, and 4 as used for higher selection pressure in this study.  Elitism is also used in all 
algorithms presented in this work; the individual with lowest fitness and the individual with 
lowest fitness at the minimum constraint value from the previous generation are both retained in 
the new population at the current generation. 
3.3 Extended Analysis Methodology 
Changes to the spatial area of the optimization to explore the benefits of optimizing a larger 
portion of the CSO network required modifications to both the hydraulic models (Section 3.3.1) 
and the optimization model (Section 3.3.2). 
3.3.1 Modifications to SRM and SWMM 
 To enable efficient modeling of larger-scale systems, the SRM code required modifications 
to read conduit and system geometry from a generalized input file rather than sewer features 
hard-coded into the script, as was done for the smaller spatial extent.  The EPA SWMM input 
file was selected as the input file format for the extended code, which enables the code to accept 
a widely-used platform as input.  Additional hydraulic structures must also be incorporated, 
including storage and weirs in line with conduit structures that cannot be separated into rating 
curves computed offline.  Figure 3.10 shows two additions that are incorporated, a storage and a 




Figure 3.10: Structures Introduced for Coherence with EPA SWMM 
Mass and momentum are conserved for the new storage structure as for the conduits; 3.22a 
portrays the momentum equation and 3.22b shows the mass balance. 
outin yy                                                                      3.22a
 
  tQQS outin                                    3.22b 
Equation 3.23 shows the gate (or orifice) equation, 3.23a represents momentum 
conservation and 3.23b yields the mass balance. 
),( outoutin Qyfny                                                           3.23a
 
outin QQ                 
3.23b
 
Two equations, mass and momentum balance, for each structure facilitate incorporation into 
the Newton Raphson formulation shown in Appendix A. 
The SRM code is also modified to accommodate SWMM input files that include the 
junction types used in the Newton Raphson formulation.  Figure 3.11 shows the SWMM 






a: Storage Structure b: Gate or Orifice Structure
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each structure entering a junction have its own nodal representation, so that momentum balance 
(equivalent water elevations) and mass balance (equivalency of flow rates into and out of the 
junction) are achieved. 
 
Figure 3.11: Adaptation to SWMM Input 
Figure 3.11 and the new structure formulations shown in Figure 3.10 enable a suite of sewer 
systems of varying spatial scale to be constructed using the SWMM interface and then read as an 
input file to SRM. 
The larger spatial extents require modeling of interceptor systems with multiple branches.  
The interceptor and tunnel junction types introduced by branching sub-systems proves a difficult 
derivative for the Newton-Raphson routine to negotiate, and a sub-routine simplification of the 
code is devoted to allowing the computation to advance if the Newton Raphson iteration fails to 
SWMM SRM
Intersection of N Links
Storage Node
Weir, Orifice, or Sluice Gate
Create N-1 new nodes and assign to a Junction
Storage Link with a Node at either end




find a solution in the time and number of iterations specified.  This sub-routine allows flow into 






Figure 3.12: SRM sub-routine for non-convergence 
yin1 = fn(Qin1)
yin2 = HPG(yin1,Qin1 – Q1) 
yin3 = HPG(yin2,Qin1 – Qin2 – Q1) 
yin4 = HPG(yin3,Qin1 – Qin2 – Qin3 – Q1) 
yweir1 = HPG(yin2,Qin2) 
yweir2 = HPG(yin4,Qin4) 
Boundary
Boundary




Q4 Qin2 = Q2 – Qweir1
Qin3 = Q3 + Q4






Qweir1 = 0 or fn(yweir1prev) 
Qweir2 = 0 or fn(yweir2prev) 
Boundary
Qweir1 = fn(yweir1) 
Qweir2 = fn(yweir2) 
1. Initialize 
weir flows










Water is routed down the main branch to establish a water surface elevation at the pumping 
station.  The water level at the pumping station, in addition to the summed inflow rate, yields the 
backwater elevations at all branches.  These elevations can then be used to determine water 
elevations at all the weirs in the branches.  Only two iterations are necessary (from step 4 to step 
2), as shown in Figure 3.12, but these iterations are repeated until there is a low discrepancy 
between the weir flows at each calculation.  Figure 3.12 ensures that the model advances in time, 
even when encountering a solution that might not allow the Newton-Raphson formulation to 
converge. 
3.3.2 Modifications to the MPC Genetic Algorithm 
In addition to costs incurred at the pumping station and the dropshaft CSO locations, this 
work evaluates the tradeoffs between real-time control of the existing system and possible 
conduit replacement.  Conduit replacement may be needed in locations where small diameter 
conduits pressurize rapidly, allowing water levels to increase steeply and triggering CSOs at 
lower system flow rates than would be witnessed for conduits of larger diameter.  
Implementation of conduit construction costs is evaluated using the hydraulic and optimization 
routines presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.   
Conduit replacement cost are modeled in two components: an excavation cost ranging from 
1 to 10 dollars per linear foot (b2-Consultants, 2013) and a charge representing the price of the 
new conduit (Con Cast Pipe, 2013), which is a function of conduit diameter and length.  
Equation 3.24 shows the total cost incurred by changing conduit diameter. 
),(* DLPipeCostLonCostConstructiCost                                                                    3.24 
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In Equation 3.24, ConstructionCost represents a cost of replacement in dollars per linear 
foot, L stands for the conduit length, D is the conduit diameter, and the function PipeCost is 
estimated by a lookup table (Table 3.1) for each given diameter and length and an estimated 
maximum or minimum possible conduit replacement cost (Con Cast Pipe, 2013). 
Table 3.1: Lookup Table for Concrete Pipe Cost 
Diameter (mm) Minimum Cost ($/meter) Maximum Cost ($/meter) 
300 67.9 67.9 
375 83.8 83.8 
450 86.4 108 
525 94.2 129.9 
600 135.4 183 
675 207.6 276.9 
750 273.7 365.7 
825 317.5 424.3 
900 380.9 508.6 
975 417.9 585.8 
1050 478.5 670.3 
1200 599.8 840 
1350 734.7 1,027.70 
1500 898.6 1,257.90 
1650 1,076.00 1,506.60 
1800 1,300.30 1,821.30 
1950 1,508.00 2,111.90 
2100 1,730.40 2,421.10 
2250 1,966.60 2,753.90 
2400 2,301.70 3,220.50 
2550 2,592.40 3,628.20 
2700 2,877.10 4,028.10 




Conduit diameter is incorporated as a decision variable in the GA optimization, allowing 
change in the diameters of three 4.5 foot conduits currently positioned upstream of 9- and 7-foot 
diameter conduits. 
To determine the optimal conduit diameters for flow-limiting conduits in a variety of storm 
events, a nested genetic algorithm structure was implemented, as shown in Figure 3.13.  The 
“outer loop,” represented in blue, is launched when pressurization is first observed in the deep 
tunnel boundary condition computed by EPA SWMM (time t2 in Figure 3.13).  Time interval t7, 
at which pressurization ends, is also determined.  An outer GA randomly initializes 
chromosomes with a set of possible diameter values for the conduits of interest.  For each 
potential diameter value, the inner GA loop is executed to evaluate the performance of the 
conduit diameter for reducing CSOs under optimal sluice gate and pumping rate operations in all 




Figure 3.13: Nested Optimization 
The optimal operating strategies are found with a moving window of four 15-minute time 
steps as described previously, without resetting EPA SWMM boundary conditions.  Once the 
inner loop completes, all GA solutions with different conduit sizes and the corresponding sluice 
gates and pump station solutions are compared, the next generation of conduit sized is generated 
using standard GA operations of selection, crossover, and mutation. This process is repeated 
until the best diameter is identified to minimize CSOs for a particular storm event. The entire 
algorithm can then be repeated to assess performance of conduit modifications under a variety of 
storm events. 
The GA chromosome that represents the decision sequence for the possible new conduit 















Determines sequence of sluice gate and 
pumping decision variables for each time step
Outer Optimization Loop:
Determines conduit diameters, and initializes the inner 
optimization loop for each set of diameters
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The dots at the right hand side of Figure 3.14 indicate that the chromosome continues for 
additional time steps. The conduit diameters are allowed to change only in the first time step, 
when new construction is assumed to occur, and remain constant for the duration of the storm. 
 
Figure 3.14: GA chromosome adapted for conduit diameter 
The diameter decision variables (the first three variables in Figure 3.14) are used in Equation 
3.25 to yield a new diameter (Dnew) for each conduit, where DV stands for the decision variable 
entry corresponding to the appropriate conduit. 
   oldnew DDVD  5.010                         3.25 
Equation 3.25 allows each conduit to increase in size at intervals of 0.5 feet from the 
existing diameter.  A DV value of 0 indicates that the particular conduit will maintain its original 
diameter, while a maximum value of 1 means that the diameter increases by 5 feet; this diameter 
would make the conduits equal to the surrounding diameters.  DV is coded at intervals of 0.1, 
similar to the sluice gates and pumping rate.  A change in conduit size indicates that a new HPG 
must be created; these lookup tables are generated offline to speed convergence because the 
possible new diameters are known beforehand.  These HPGs can easily be created at model 
execution time. 




for new diameters Gate 2
Gate 3
Decision 1 Decision 2
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4. Case Study 
The methodologies described in the previous chapter were tested using a case study based 
on the portion of the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC) 
deep tunnel system that flows directly under the Chicago River.  This tunnel belongs to the 
Chicago Deep Tunnel Project (TARP) and spans approximately eight miles.  The tunnel in the 
North Branch area has a constant 30-foot diameter and reaches a junction with the Mainstream 
tunnel, at which point it flows south.  North Branch interceptor flows connect to the Mainstream 
interceptors and flow north to a treatment plant.  The Chicago combined sewer system alleviates 
potential CSOs by directing high interceptor flows through sluice gates and dropshafts to a deep 
tunnel.  Overflows are controlled by the sluice gates, which restrict water flow to the tunnel, as 
well as pumping to the wastewater treatment plant(s) at the downstream end of the interceptor 
and tunnel conduits.  The City of Chicago has mapped out contributing areas to each CSO point, 
as well as major interceptor lines.  Combined sewer overflow monitoring is done by the 
MWRDGC, and CSO data as well as sluice gate positions and deep tunnel levels for a recent two 
year period are available. 
Figure 4.1 shows the deep tunnel system that runs directly under the Chicago waterways, 
and includes the sewersheds that contribute to each dropshaft in the Mainstream system.  
Dropshafts that direct CSOs to the deep tunnel are colored gray or red.  High-risk overflow 
locations (shown in red) are based on spatiotemporal analysis of Chicago area CSOs from 2005 
to the end of 2007.  High-risk overflows are those that report at least one overflow in 7 out of 10 
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seasons in the two year record, 26 or more CSOs in the data record, and 3000 minutes or more of 
CSO discharge.  A total of 29 high-risk overflows are located throughout the Mainstream 
system; 8 are located along the North Branch River and include DS-N02, DS-N05, and DS-N08.  
The longest overflow durations are observed near the confluence of the North Branch of the 
Chicago River and the North Shore Channel.  DS-N05 reports the longest duration of 33 hours of 
overflow within the 2 year time period.  The yellow square in Figure 4.1 encloses the area 
analyzed for the initial part of the study in Chapter 5; this area has the greatest number of high-
risk overflows. The area surrounded in green is modeled in Chapter 6 to explore CSO 
minimization at larger spatial scales using the same techniques. 
 
Figure 4.1: Chicago Tunnel Layout and Areas Analyzed in this Work 
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In addition to the number of CSOs along the North Branch River and areas of the 
Mainstream system near the junction, the system is an attractive place to initialize the study 
because of the simple interceptor structure of the North Branch system, the data available for 
analysis, and the records of operation. 
4.1 Small Case Study 
The SRM model is initially applied to the portion of the Chicago combined sewer and 
interceptor system shown in Figure 4.1, which flows to a deep tunnel directly under the North 
Branch of the Chicago River and spans approximately eight miles to its junction with the 
Mainstream system, at which point it flows south.  Interceptors in the area have diameters 
ranging from 1.5 to 3 meters; large diameter conduits give way to smaller ones at weir locations 
where water is partitioned to an overflow or to the TARP tunnel.  North Branch interceptor flows 
connect to the Mainstream interceptors and flow north to a treatment plant.  This connection is 
delineated by the “Interceptor Junction Boundary” in Figure 4.2 where the North Branch 
interceptors (shown as large diameter conduits) meet the northward flowing Mainstream 
Interceptor line.  The North Branch system is an attractive place to initialize the study because of 
the simple interceptor structure of the North Branch system, the data available for analysis, and 
the many CSO events that occur along the river.  The most downstream subset of the North 
Branch system, consisting of four sewersheds in series along the southern bank of the North 
Branch River, is modeled in this study.  Figure 4.2 shows the system; the numbered circles 




Figure 4.2: Case Study Model Depiction 
Figure 4.3 portrays the vertical relationships between the components of three sequential 
dropshafts on the southern portion of the North Branch channel, which are the focus of the small 



































Figure 4.3: Case Study Layout 
The interceptor carries overland and sanitary sewer flows downstream (to the right in Figure 
4.2 and Figure 4.3) to a pumping station and wastewater treatment plant.  If conduit water levels 
get sufficiently high as a result of high water inflows and low pumping rates, water flows over 
weirs (weirs N02, N05, and N08) and towards connecting structures as depicted in Figure 4.3.  
Connecting structures distribute flow between the downstream interceptor, the TARP tunnel, and 
the CSO.  At low flows, a weir at the inlet of the connecting structure diverts all flow to the 
downstream interceptor.  Flows that exceed weir elevations travel to connecting structures (CS) 
directly under the interceptor weirs.  At the connecting structures, flow splits between a sluice 
gate and a CSO point.  Sluice gate closures cause water levels to back up and flow to the CSO, 
and thus are critical to the instigation of overflows.  A sluice gate just upstream of the TARP 
dropshaft (point 4 in Figure 4.2) limits flows to the tunnel; increasingly closed sluice gate 






















Figure 4.2) and possibly increased water levels at the connecting structure (location 3 in Figure 
4.2). 
4.2 Extended Case Study 
Section 6 of this work analyzes optimized decision processes at several spatial scales that 
utilize interceptor layouts within two different extents of the sewer interceptor system and deep 
tunnel of the Chicago combined sewer network.   The tunnel system (which included interceptors 
running parallel to the tunnel) is depicted in Figure 4.4; the small and large interceptor extents 
which will be used in this study are denoted within the boxes.   
 
Figure 4.4: Extended Analysis Area 


















The excerpt in Figure 4.4 presents a closer view of the interceptors in the area, and outlines 
three different spatial extents for which the optimization is tested.  While water in the tunnels 
flows south, interceptor flows are directed north to a treatment plant. 
4.3 Boundary Conditions 
Figure 4.5 shows how the three North Branch dropshafts depicted in the small case study 
relate to the rest of the Mainstream tunnel system.  Most of the Mainstream system is not 
included in the numerical simulation in order to reduce computational effort for testing many GA 
configurations.  The link between the smaller sub-system in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 and the 
larger tunnel system in Figure 4.5 is modeled through deep tunnel boundary conditions, depicted 
in the lower right of Figure 4.3.  Deep tunnel boundary conditions must be defined for flow 
coming from upstream as well as water levels in the deep tunnel and downstream of the North 
Branch interceptor.  Upstream flow into the North Branch tunnel, as well as the water level at the 
intersection of the North Branch and Mainstream tunnels are determined from SWMM 5.0 




Figure 4.5: System Subset for Modification 
The graph in Figure 4.5 shows a logarithmic interpolation function that is used to define the 
Mainstream tunnel water elevation as a function of flow rate calculated (through optimized 
decisions) to enter the junction.  The interpolation is done between flow points 2 and 1; point 2 
represents a limiting low flow condition in which no flow arrives from dropshafts DSN02, 
DSN05, and DSN08.  Point 1 in Figure 4.5 represents the limiting high flow condition in which 
maximum (fully opened gate) flow occurs into the tunnel from DSN02, DSN05, and DSN08.  
The actual water surface elevation will be somewhere between these two points; coefficients A 
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and B in Figure 4.5 are adjusted for the maximum and minimum modeled flow rate and tunnel 
water elevation as portrayed in SWMM for each  time step. 
4.4 Constraints on Boundary Conditions 
The deep tunnel is designed to catch potential overflows by allowing sluice gates to direct 
flows to the tunnel.  Current operations often employ conservative decisions to prevent unsteady 
hydraulics due to large flows entering the tunnel.  These current decisions close all sluice gates 
simultaneously and may not utilize all available system storage.   CSOs may be reduced by 
introducing a constraint that specifies a maximum allowable flow to prevent tunnel 
pressurization instead of forcing all sluice gates closed simultaneously.  This constraint is 
established at the North Branch downstream junction (the downstream end of the modeled sub-
system in Figure 4.5) with the two possible flow conditions simulated with the EPA SWMM 
model as shown in Figure 4.5.   
The lower tunnel level (point 2 in the subset of Figure 4.5) represents the water elevation 
reached due to inflow from the main system and the upper portions of North Branch only, and no 
contributions from the three dropshafts of southern North Branch considered in this analysis (and 
highlighted in Figure 4.5).  The higher junction water level (point 1 in the subset in Figure 4.5) 
includes main system flow as well as all North Branch inflow, including the maximum flow 
amount to the tunnel from the three dropshafts considered in the modeled sub-system.   If the 
higher of the two tunnel levels is pressurized, a logarithmic rating similar to that shown in Figure 
4.5 is used to define boundary water elevation based on flow from the North Branch dropshafts 
until the water level exceeds the pressurized boundary.  A penalty is assessed to flow over the 
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pressurization limit at the boundary.  No flow is to be allowed at the junction when 
pressurization occurs, and boundary flow is assessed a penalty weighted by the flow over the 
limit when the downstream junction is pressurized.  The flow restriction does not act on the 
sluice gates but rather on the flows, and is defined through both components of Equation 3.16. 
4.5 Rainfall Events 
Runoff over the watersheds is routed to the interceptors, which carry the flows to a treatment 
plant.  Sempere-Torres et al. (1999) argue that a conventional rain gauge network cannot portray 
the rainfall detail necessary to forecast CSOs with the MOUSE model.  As a result, rainfall for 
this project is estimated using NEXRAD Level-II data for the Chicago area.  A Linux tool (Hill, 
personal correspondence 2008) is used to extract a rainfall hyetograph (rainfall rate as a function 
of duration) for each watershed from the NOAA reflectivity.  Table 4.1 lists the sewershed areas 
over which rainfall is derived from NEXRAD data. 






















The rainfall used to simulate the results shown in this thesis consists of three major rainfall 
events in different seasons.  The first is a rainfall event on July 24, 2010, the second is an event 
on April 25, 2007, and the third is a winter event on January 9, 2008.  Design storms are also 
used to analyze simulation times.   
Watersheds and local sewers constitute the most upstream portion of the combined sewer 
system and provide inflow to the interceptors.  Excess overland and sanitary flows are estimated 
using a linear reservoir model.  This approach has proven successful for watershed routing 
(Diskin et al., 1984), and is used in this application to reduce detailed hydrologic computations.  
The reservoir coefficients are both assigned to be 2 hours for all developed areas in Chicago, 
shorter than the 3.73 hour concentration time applied by Diskin et al. (1984) to intermittent 




Figure 4.6: Flow Hydrographs for July, April, and January Storm Events 
An August 2007 storm that pressurized the downstream deep tunnel boundary is applied to 
the small case study in order to study the flow scenario in which current management practices 
dictate that all sluice gates should be closed.  Examining this flow scenario will enable the 
current work to determine if the limited constraint value may be altered to allow more flow into 
the tunnel while still minimizing flow transients.  The hydrographs of water elevation during this 
storm are shown in Figure 4.7 in the deep tunnel downstream of the North Branch interceptor 






















































blue in Figure 4.2.  Changes to management strategies that reduce overflow volume will be made 
by altering the constraining tunnel water surface elevation at operational windows in which 
tunnel pressurization occurs and current management strategies close all sluice gates. 
 
Figure 4.7: August Storm Junction Level 
Figure 4.7 plots the deep tunnel elevation boundary conditions applied in the optimization.  
The denoted maximum flow to junction is calculated in EPA SWMM by leaving all sluice gates 
along the North Branch system open during the entire storm to generate pressurizing conditions 
at the junction.  The minimum flow shown as the dotted gray line is generated with a similar 
EPA SWMM code by closing all sluice gates along the North Branch system and prohibiting 
some flows to the deep tunnel. 
A plot similar to that in Figure 4.7 is portrayed in Figure 4.8 for an April 2007 storm event 
that pressurizes the expanded interceptor system.  The April event is larger than the August 
storm and is used in the extended case study as inclusion of more dropshafts allows a more 
extensive network of interceptors to be included in the hydraulic model.  The pressurized 
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water partitioned to the interceptors than into the deep tunnel, and requires a larger storm event 
to reach pressurized conditions. 
 
Figure 4.8: April Storm Junction Level 
Each chapter of this thesis will introduce the section-specific aspects added to the case 
study.  Chapter 5 presents system hydraulics, and identifies small diameter, steep-sloped 
conduits which may be replaced to further limit system CSOs.  Chapter 6 discusses the small 
system optimization, and Chapter 7 will address the effects that conduit replacement and a larger 
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5. Hydraulic Model 
Real-time portrayal of sewer system hydrology and hydraulics requires a fast computational 
model (Schutze et al. 2004).  Several models exist for sewer analysis (EPA SWMM, DHI 
MOUSE), and additional models have been developed to represent deep tunnel hydraulics 
(Glovick et al. 2003; Leon et al. 2009).  However, more efficient computation can typically be 
achieved through surrogate models, which range from physically-based models that incorporate 
the momentum equation and backwater effects (Duchesne et al., 2001) to artificial neural 
networks (Darsono and Labadie, 2007).  Reduction in computational intensity for real-time 
sewer system modeling can also be accomplished by removing non-critical sewer system 
elements.  Previous literature using both of these approaches is summarized below. 
Vanrolleghem et al. (2005) propose a reduced hydraulic model through physical and 
temporal boundary relocation.  Cembrano et al. (2004) utilize virtual reservoirs, which constitute 
aggregations of multiple watersheds and sewer pipes, to reduce the computational network size.  
Computational requirements of models that utilize network skeletonization may be further 
reduced by approximating the hydraulic system response.  In addition to boundary relocation, 
Vanrolleghem et al. (2005) utilize a KOSIM (linear reservoir) representation of the reduced 
network in combination with a river model comprised of a series of completely stirred tank 
reactors.  Butler and Schutze (2005) also use the KOSIM model.  A similar transfer function, or 
linear reservoir model, simulates the Barcelona drainage network for offline optimization 
(Cembrano et al., 2004.)  Meta-models commonly apply moving averages; Pleau et al. (2005) 
minimize overflow and maximize sewer storage and conveyance through an online moving 
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average model.  Dynamic neural networks also serve as approximations to the computational 
model.  Darsono and Labadie (2007) apply a dynamic artificial neural network (ANN) for real-
time control of the Seattle combined sewer system. 
Potential computational inaccuracies may arise with surrogate models because ANN’s prove 
to be sensitive to the training data (Yan and Minsker, 2006), and extension of the linear reservoir 
model to pipe flow does not adequately account for backwater effects or pressurized flow (Rauch 
et al, 2002), which are critical during CSO conditions.  In an effort to enhance the model type 
used for real-time control, this study incorporates the mass and momentum equations into a 
series of look-up tables that are extended for surcharged flow.  The model does not require the 
online definition of the flow type proposed by Duchesne et al. (2001), and successful transition 
between free surface and pressurized flows, a characteristic necessary for effective real-time 
control (Cardle, 1991) is achieved.  In addition to seamlessly incorporating pressurized flows, the 
proposed model contributes solution of supercritical flows to existing lookup table and delivery 
curve assembly, and successfully compares to EPA SWMM. 
This chapter presents the methodology, solution process, and results for the hydraulic model 
implemented for the combined sewer system.  This section will also identify flow bottlenecks 
where possible conduit replacement may outweigh the benefits of online optimization during 
storms.  
5.1 Adaptation to Case Study 
The SRM model is applied to the smaller case study shown in Figure 5.1; the numbered 




Figure 5.1: Case Study Model Depiction 
Boundary conditions must be defined for flow coming from upstream as well as water levels 
in the deep tunnel and downstream of the North Branch interceptor.  Upstream flow into the 
North Branch tunnel, as well as the water level at the intersection of the North Branch and 
Mainstream tunnels are estimated from SWMM 5.0 (Rossman, 2010) simulations of the entire 
TARP deep tunnel system.  Upstream boundary flow into the interceptor is computed by adding 
a fifth upstream watershed.  The downstream end of the interceptor is controlled by a stage-
outflow relationship that reflects the pumping rate at the water treatment plant. 
The SRM link structures are defined in terms of conduits, orifices, weirs, and sluice gates.  


































Figure 5.2: Junction Types 
Junction type a in Figure 5.2 allows overland and sanitary inflows to be incorporated via 
Equation 12 to the interceptor flows.  Junction type b shows the end of the interceptor junction, 
where flow can either partition to a weir or to the junction with the mainstream interceptors.  The 
interceptor junction is governed by a flow-discharge equation. 
If conduit water levels (as computed with SRM) get sufficiently high, water flows over 
weirs and towards connecting structures as depicted in Figure 5.2c.  Connecting structures 
distribute flow between the downstream interceptor, the TARP tunnel, and the CSO.  At low 
flows, a weir at the inlet of the connecting structure diverts all flow to the downstream 
interceptor.  As water levels increase, some of the water flows over weirs towards the deep 
tunnel.  A sluice gate just upstream of the TARP dropshaft (point 4 in Figure 4.2) limits flows to 
the tunnel; increasingly closed sluice gate positions cause upstream water levels to increase, 
resulting in flows to the CSO (location 5 in Figure 4.2) and possibly increased water levels at the 
connecting structure (location 3 in Figure 4.2).  Calculations based on the USGS FEQ model 
(Franz and Melching, 1997) result in a three-dimensional lookup table which can be used to 


















a: Junction of two conduits with inflow b: Junction of most downstream conduit 













Interceptor characteristics that define the HPGs and VPGs are described in Table 5.1.  The 
19 conduits are numbered from downstream to upstream as shown in Figure 3.5. 
Table 5.1: Interceptor Properties 
Conduit (numbered from 









1 1.83  -0.292 0.305 
2 1.68  0.305 1.112 
3 1.52  1.112 1.579 
4 1.52  1.579 1.951 
5 1.52  1.951 2.956 
6 2.74  2.956 3.488 
7 2.36  3.488 3.664 
8 1.37  3.664 4.267 
9 1.37  4.267 4.419 
10 1.52  4.419 5.395 
11 2.74  5.395 5.599 
12 2.74  5.599 5.943 
13 2.59  5.943 5.982 
14 2.59  5.982 6.553 
15 2.51  6.553 6.774 
16 2.51  6.774 6.888 
17 2.44  6.888 7.101 
18 2.44  7.101 7.467 
19 1.98  7.467 7.682 
 
The Manning’s roughness (n) for all conduits is assigned to be 0.015 (personal conversation, 
MWRDGC).  Table 5.2 lists the properties associated with each connecting structure labeled by 
dropshaft number.  Dropshaft DS-N01 has no CSO and no sluice gate; all flows over the 






















































DS-N01 0 -0.292 0.013 
1.83 x 
1.52 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
DS-N02 2925.3 2.956 3.261 
1.98 x 
2.44 
-4.045 2.255 -4.115 2.13 x 2.13 
DS-N05 5057.2 5.395 5.699 
1.83 x 
2.44 
-1.176 2.749 -4.121 2.13 x 2.13 
DS-N08 7218.4 6.774 7.078 
2.90 x 
2.21 




The distance upstream column reports the distance from the interceptor junction to the weir 
directing water to the connecting structure.  The location at which the data are measured for all 
other columns is denoted in Figure 5.2c.  Dimensions for a fully opened sluice gate are shown. 
Upstream boundary flow into the interceptor is computed by adding a fifth upstream 
watershed.  The downstream end of the interceptor is controlled by a stage-outflow relationship 
that reflects the pumping rate at the water treatment plant.  This downstream pumping boundary 
constitutes the fourth decision variable in the small system optimization, and a schematic upon 
which the pumping is based in shown in Figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3: Pumping Rate Schematic 
Figure 5.3 plots the water surface elevation, or depth, in the pumping well on the y-axis and 
the pump outflow on the x-axis.  Existing operating rules determine the minimum and maximum 
allowable water elevations in the pumping well, denoted as the “min allowable H” and the “max 
allowable H” on the y-axis.  Water is allowed to flow freely into the wet well until an elevation 
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capacity Q.  As water depth increases, more pumps are turned on to yield the fluctuating water 
surface elevation shown as the blue line in Figure 5.3.  An approximation to eliminate the 
unsteady fluctuations is imposed by the red line which links the minimum allowable elevation at 
no outflow to the maximum allowable elevation when a pump is turned on. 
In the case study, seven pumps each with a working capacity of 105 cubic feet per second 
(cfs) or 3 cubic meters per second (cms) are located at the downstream pumping station.  Figure 
5.4 depicts the normal function of the pumps with a wet well of elevation -3 meters below grade 
and an overflow weir located at -1.5 meters. 
 
Figure 5.4: Pump Boundary Curves 
As water flows into the pumping well, the water surface elevation (shown in meters on the 
y-axis) gradually increases from -3 to -1.5.  At the level of the weir, -1.5 meters, a pump turns on 
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levels rise again until a second pump turns on at a water elevation of -1.5 feet; there is now a 
total of 6 cms leaving the pumping area (as shown on the x-axis in Figure 5.4.)  The rising and 
falling pattern in the water surface elevation persists until no additional pumps are added.  At an 
elevation of -1.5 meters and above, water flows freely over a weir, thus causing a pump station 
CSO.  The gray and blue lines in Figure 5.4 entail the approximations to the pumping curves 
used in this model to prevent hydraulic instabilities due to rising and falling water elevations at 
the downstream end of the system. 
5.2 Results 
The SRM model is initially applied to the small case study discussed in Chapter 4 (Case 
Study) and depicted in Figure 4.2.  The following sub-sections address SRM results as they 
relate to the storms shown in Figure 4.6 as well as design storms. 
5.2.1 SRM and SWMM Comparison 
Surrogate models have been validated offline with Hydroworks (Vanrolleghem et al., 2005), 
EXTRAN and SUPERLINK (Duchesne et al., 2001), UNSTDY and SWMM (Darsono and 
Labadie, 2007).  Pleau et al. (2005) validate their real-time model of the Quebec sewer system 
offline with the nonlinear hydrologic-hydraulic SWIFT model (Mailhot et al., 1998).  Results 
from the SRM model presented in this paper are compared to EPA SWMM simulations for all 
components of the interceptor system shown in Figure 4.2 in the Case Study.  The SWMM 5.0 
model is implemented with dynamic wave routing at a 0.5 second interval; conduit pressurization 
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is represented by the Darcy-Weisbach equation; both slope and Froude number are used to define 
supercritical flow.   
Water surface elevations and flow rates compared at various points along the interceptor 
demonstrate the principal differences between flow forecasting within SRM and SWMM.  Figure 
5.5 plots hydrographs at four distinct locations upstream of the North Branch junction with the 
Mainstream system; Figure 4.2 circles the hydrograph locations throughout the interceptors.  The 
junction below the most downstream steep-sloped conduit lies at 2915 meters; the second steep-
sloped conduit ends at 5040 meters; the second-most upstream inflow enters the system at 7220 




































































































































































Time Interval (15 min)
Flow: 7220m Upstream
SRM July: Gates 100%
SWMM July: Gates 100%
SRM April: Gates 100%
SWMM April: Gates 100%
SRM January: Gates 100%
SWMM January: Gates 100%
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Figure 5.5a shows the highest disparity between all storm flow rates simulated with each 
model at a location 2915 meters upstream of the Mainstream junction.  Oscillations are present 
for the higher intensity July storm event although the mean flow corresponds well to the flow 
recorded by SWMM.   
The plots of water surface elevation versus time (Figure 5.5e to Figure 5.5h) do not show as 
close a match between SRM and SWMM as demonstrated with the flow rates.  At low flows (for 
the January storm) the flow rates match well at all locations.  For the increasing intensity of the 
April event, most of the SRM and SWMM flow values are in close proximity except the initial 
peak at a location of 2915 meters upstream (Figure 5.5a).    The largest differences in water 
levels are recorded during the July storm. The peak flow values and occurrence intervals as well 




























Gates at 100% 
SWMM 71 5.27 
 SRM 72 5.53 4.93
Gates at 10% 
SWMM 71 5.60 
 SRM 70 5.67 1.25
5040m 
Gates at 100% 
SWMM 70 27.30 
 SRM 70 21.58 20.95 
Gates at 10% 
SWMM 70 31.21 
 SRM 70 26.02 16.63 
7220m 
Gates at 100% 
SWMM 70 26.18 
 SRM 70 20.58 21.39 
Gates at 10% 
SWMM 70 29.92 
 SRM 70 24.59 17.81 
8320m 
Gates at 100% 
SWMM 70 34.03 
 SRM 70 28.35 16.69 
Gates at 10% 
SWMM 70 37.78 
 SRM 69 32.20 14.77 
 
Table 5.3 indicates that peak water surface elevation, or piezometric head, values generated 
with SRM are 1 to 21 percent lower than the values reported by SWMM despite equivalent flow 
rates for the two models. 
The differences in flow rates and water surface elevations may be more effectively presented 
as the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (E) for both models shown in Equation 5.1, where t indicates the 
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time interval of total time T, Qo is the observed discharge or head (from SWMM in this case) and 



























1                                                                                  5.1 
Figure 5.6 plots the efficiency E in flow rates for each location along the interceptor for all 
time steps simulated; Figure 5.7 depicts the efficiency in water surface elevations.  The 
efficiency is calculated using SWMM as the observed flow and SRM as the predicted (or 
measured) flow.  An efficiency of 1 represents perfect correlation.  Plots of E are more 
comprehensive than spatially averaging the values; certain storm events have one large negative 
number at a location that would drastically reduce any spatial average value. 
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Most flow rates within the two models are similar; SRM values do deviate from SWMM 
produced values in the ranges 5000 to 7000 meters upstream.  Weir flows for both models, 
except for those at DS-N01, are very close with an E value above 0.94 for the storm events and 
gate positions considered. 
 
Figure 5.7: Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency for Water Surface Elevations 
Efficiency values for water elevation at all storm events approach 1 at areas in the center of 
the interceptor system.  The largest difference in SWMM and SRM values occurs for the January 
storms in the mid sections of the North Branch interceptor. 
The differences in the hydrographs presented in Figure 5.5, as demonstrated by the 
efficiencies plotted in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, will be discussed as they pertain to the new 
methods employed in SRM in the sections below.  The incorporation of pressurized flow is 
discussed in the subsequent subsection; discussion of the connecting structure calibration 
follows; model comparison for storm events that depict critical depth calculations are then 
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5.2.2 Pressurized Flows 
A seamless integration of pressurized flows has been undertaken to extend the HPG in order 
that neither separate rating curves nor if statements need to be applied during the transition from 
free to submerged flow. 
Pressurized flows are witnessed for the middle time steps of the intense July 2010 storm 
event and later parts of the April 2007 event.  Water surface elevation and flow rate comparisons 
between SRM and SWMM are shown for sluice gates at 100% open and at 10% open.  Figure 
5.8a shows the water surface elevation results for two intervals of the July storm event.  The set 
of solid parallel black lines that remain below 10 meters of depth represent the interceptor invert 
and crown.  Steady state flow conditions are assumed at 0.28 cubic meters per second (cms) for 





Figure 5.8: Pressurized Flow Incorporation 
Figure 5.8a shows water surface elevations from the Mainstream junction to 8600 meters 
upstream; pressurized conditions begin at approximately 1500 meters upstream of the junction.  
The excerpt boxes display the low piezometric head values from 1500 to 3500 meters. 
The two records plotted result in pressurized conditions.  At interval 60 of the July storm, 
SRM water surface elevations increase from 14.23 to 17.21 meters at the weir 5040 meters 
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elevation occurs as a result of sluice gate closure.  SRM piezometric heads are more affected by 
gate opening position than the SWMM results for lower flows (interval 60 of the July storm.)  
The water surface elevation for all gates open at 5040 meters upstream is 10.55 for SRM and 
10.38 for SWMM at interval 90 of the July storm.  When the gates are partially closed, these 
elevations increase to 12.1 and 13.84 meters in SRM and SWMM respectively.  For all storm 
intervals depicted in Figure 5.8, the steep increases in water surface elevation at 2000 meters and 
4300 meters (upstream of the steep sloped conduits) yield bottlenecks that cause high weir flows 
and potential combined sewer overflows at dropshafts DS-N02, DS-N05 and DS-N08 (2925, 
5057, and 7218 meters upstream, respectively.)   
Flow rates corresponding to the time intervals and gate positions shown in Figure 5.8a are 
plotted in Figure 5.8b.  SRM and SWMM interceptor and weir flow rates are more similar in 
value than the corresponding water surface elevations.  The overflow weirs at DS-N02 (2925 
meters upstream) and DS-N05 (5057 meters upstream) show little difference between the 
connecting structure ratings produced with the USGS FEQ equations in SRM and those fully 
simulated in SWMM.  However, the SWMM calculated flow toward the connecting structure 
deviates from the USGS FEQ ratings at DS-N08 (7218 meters upstream) for time 60 of the July 
storm event.  Figure 5.8 shows that equivalent weir flow results in higher water surface 
elevations in SWMM than in SRM. 
5.2.3 Connecting Structure Comparison 
The difference in piezometric head observed between SRM and SWMM for higher flows 
during the July storm is most likely attributed to differences in rating curve interpretation for 
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hydraulic structures.  SRM rating curves are implemented at the interceptor weirs and dictate 
relationships between water elevation and flow, based on the sluice gate position.  The SWMM 
model uses built-in equations for weir flow.  SWMM calculations over the interceptor weir 
implement lateral weir flow which, in the SWMM code (Rossman 2010), includes a conversion 
to orifice flow.  Figure 5.9 compares SRM rating curves derived from the USGS FEQ equations 
with SWMM ratings.  The rating curves are developed from simulating storm events with both 
models and recording the elevation and flow at the interceptor weirs. 
 
Figure 5.9: Connecting Structure Rating Curve Calibration 
The solid lines in Figure 5.9 indicate SRM results; the dotted lines represent SWMM results.  
Results are shown for dropshafts DS-N05 and DS-N08 during the July 2010 storm event.  When 
sluice gates are fully open, the SRM rating for both DS-N08 and DS-N05 yields lower water 
elevations for a given flow rate than SWMM.  Similar ratings between the two models are 
charted at DS-N05.  An abrupt discontinuity occurs in the SWMM calculations for DS-N08 at a 
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structure through free orifice equations; eliminating the Villemonte submergence correction 
which accounts for partially submerged orifice flow when the flow is surcharged (Dickinson, 
2010).  USGS FEQ calculates flow as a function of head both up- and downstream from the weir 
structure and more accurately accounts for both free and submerged conditions. 
The difference between SWMM and SRM ratings shown in Figure 5.9 causes the elevation 
difference for the July storm in Figure 5.8a and proves the importance of sluice gate backwater 
on the interceptor water levels. 
5.2.4 Critical Depth Incorporation 
The SRM code includes adjusted iteration for critical flow.  Low flow storm events, as in 
several intervals of the April storm and all intervals of the January storm can be used to examine 
this issue.  Figure 5.10a shows water surface profiles for the second interval of the April storm 
and the 10th and 20th intervals of the January storm.  The set of solid parallel black lines that 




Figure 5.10: Critical Depth Incorporation 
SWMM and SRM water surface elevations resemble each other quite closely, except at 
points immediately upstream of the steep sloped conduits.  The two excerpts show close ups of 
locations at 2925 meters and 5057 meters, respectively, upstream of the junction with the 
mainstream interceptor.  Water elevations in SRM (the constant lines) are higher than those 
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Figure 5.10b plots flow rate drops at the dropshaft (interceptor weir) locations for interval 30 
of the April event and intervals 60 and 90 of the January storm.  High water levels that allow 
weir flows cause flow to leave the system and a decreasing flow rate profile for the April event; 
however, a gate position of 100% open is the only one shown due to lack of sluice gate effects on 
the water surface profile.  During interval 90 of the January storm, interceptor water surface 
elevations are not high enough to trigger flow over the weirs; no flow is lost from the interceptor 
system as shown by a consistently increasing flow rate.   
SRM determines critical depth at the upstream end of conduits with supercritical flow and 
uses this as the downstream boundary condition for the conduit upstream.  This depth is 
consistently greater that the water depth represented by SWMM. SWMM calculates normal 
depth, which is lower than critical depth for supercritical flows, and uses this as the downstream 
boundary condition for the next conduit.  Normal depth under-predicts flow over the weir out of 
the interceptor system.  Supercritical flow computations within the SWMM source code have 
been well documented and the code resorts to normal flow to prevent instabilities (Dickinson, 
2006) especially when the water surface slope is less than the bed slope (as would be the case for 
upstream approaching critical depth.) 
5.2.5 Computational Times 
In addition to the three storm events shown, several design storms of different intensity and 
durations are used to compare SWMM and SRM computational times for real-time solution.  
Many design storms of short duration yield a high pulse of inflow with no antecedent flows.  The 
immediate high inflow inhibits stable numerical convergence from dry bed conditions as the 
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interceptor system volume changes abruptly.  The issue is resolved both by allowing the model 
to automatically decrease the 15 minute time step and interpolate between measured inflow 
values, and by specifying an initial flow in the system that increases the initial storage value in 
each conduit.  A steady state flow of 0.14 cms is used to initialize the system for the three storm 
events.  Steady state flows varying from 0.57 to 1.42 cms are used to initialize flow for the 
design storms.  For higher intensity storms of 30 and 15 minute duration a flow of 2.83 cms may 
be used.  SWMM is always run with a 0.5 second time step to yield routing errors as low as 
possible; the routing errors are always below 1 percent. 
Figure 5.11 shows the computational times for several design storms.  The computational 
duration for all models shown is the average of four identical simulations run for each storm. 
 
Figure 5.11: Quantification of Model Run Times 
Figure 5.11 demonstrates that SRM computations outperform SWMM by a maximum of 4.6 
seconds (from 8 to 3.4 seconds) for the particular case study shown, a 57 percent decrease in 
computational time for both gates fully open and closed scenarios.  Faster computational times 
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The computational time for the actual storm events exceeds that for the design storms due to 
a gradual increase in inflow as opposed to an abrupt pulse.  The pressurized July storm takes 
longer to compute in SWMM than unpressurized events.  Figure 3.4 shows that SRM performs 
several separate calculations in series if critical flow is present in the system interior.  The lower 
computational time needed for the January storm, when critical flows are observed throughout 
the system demonstrates possible benefits of dividing the calculation at supercritical flows.  On 
average, the SRM computations outperform SWMM by 45 percent.   
The timing information shows that SRM is computationally efficient.  A one second 
difference in run time makes a large difference in computational time for Monte Carlo or 
optimization simulations which require many model realizations.  This model will be used within 
genetic algorithm optimization to simulate sewer flow for real-time decision support to reduced 
combined sewer overflows.  For the operational horizon required, at least 136 realizations are 
changed 50 times each within the genetic algorithm to ensure convergence to a good operational 
solution.  For this genetic algorithm scenario, SRM yields a 6.4  hour simulation time while 15 
hours of computational time are realized by SWMM; an average of 8.6 hours of computational 
time are saved for the 5-hour storm events shown in the results.  (The realization times increase 
significantly if uncertainty is included within the optimization, increasing the viability of the 
SRM model with a lower run time.) 
5.3 Conclusions 
An extension of the computationally implicit, stepwise steady SRM model is proposed that 
can be used for real-time decision support of combined sewer systems.  The model compiles 
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hydraulic performance graphs (HPGs) and volumetric performance graphs (VPGs) offline to 
represent the quasi-steady form of the St. Venant mass and momentum equations (with the local 
acceleration term ignored) for all conduits.  Newton-Raphson iteration allows water elevations 
and flow rates to converge at each time step.  The USGS FEQ equations solve for sluice gate 
flows; these equations and hydraulic performance graphs are used to create lookup tables for 
connecting structure routing.  This work proposes several extensions to the SRM model that 
allow for successful convergence and more universal model application.  The first is to integrate 
pressurized flow seamlessly into the lookup table approach, and the second is to incorporate 
iteration steps that eliminate iteration over multiple water surface elevations for supercritical 
flows. 
Comparison results are obtained for the proposed hydraulic model with EPA SWMM 
dynamic wave routing.  Results for time-varying flows and three storm events of varying 
intensities show that water elevations and flow rates differ when compared between models.  
Comparison also reveals that the SRM model with the new modifications enhance water surface 
and weir flow calculations over the equivalent SWMM representations.  The SRM model 
sufficiently portrays system bottlenecks and can be used to locate the most critical system control 
points. 
The SRM results imply that controlling the weir outflow at locations upstream of the flow 
bottleneck by adjusting gate positions throughout the model may be critical to minimizing 
overflows in real-time operational strategies.  Water surface elevations generated in SRM 
demonstrate the importance of including submerged weir flow for accurate interceptor water 
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profiles.  Comparison results between SRM and SWMM show the benefits of the recursive, 
separate, programming for supercritical HPGs shown in Figure 3.5 for program convergence and 
accuracy with open channel flows.  The incorporation of recursive programming enables SRM to 
converge to a single, correct, solution upstream of supercritical flows. 
Computational analysis for three historical storm events as well as 12 design storms of 
different intensity and duration shows the temporally implicit hydraulic representation to have a 
lower computational time than the SWMM dynamic wave model.  The reduced duration is 
attributed to lookup table interpolation for conduit, weir, and sluice gate flow and backwater 
effects.  The decreased computational time will prove valuable during real-time control of the 
small case study presented in Chapter 6, as well as for larger-scale combined sewer systems in 
which many possible sluice gate positions are analyzed within a finite forecast horizon (as 
discussed in Chapter 7).  Future work will continue the large-scale implementation of SRM for 
real-time optimization over the entire Chicago sewer system.  Chapter 7 shows that SRM can be 
adapted to extract system data from SWMM input files in which sluice gate positions and 





6. Genetic Algorithm Methods for Model Predictive Control  
This chapter discusses the genetic algorithm methods that were coupled with the hydraulic 
model from Chapter 5 to explore their performance on the first and smaller of the two case 
studies discussed in Chapter 4. 
6.1 Methodology 
This section formulates the optimization problem describes GA modifications explored in 
this work.  Results and conclusions are presented in the following sections. 
6.1.1 Genetic Algorithm Modifications 
Given that large-scale sewer systems can require significant computational effort to 
optimize, particularly in real time, this section presents modifications to the real-coded genetic 
algorithm for enhanced efficiency.  Their performance is then compared in the results section of 
this chapter. 
Gene Shifting 
The first approach to reduce computational time introduces a gene shifting strategy for 
population initialization.  Onnen et al. (1997) proposed a population initializing approach in 
which genes from the two best individuals from the last evolution (time step) are shifted by one 
interval (the completed time interval) while the other population members are initialized 
randomly.  Gene shifting can be used to retain memory of good solutions within an MPC 
algorithm “warm-starting” by Wang and Boyd (2010).  Since the algorithm moves forward only 
one time increment at each control window, genes in the best chromosome found during iteration 
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in the previous control horizon are shifted by one time interval.  Figure 6.1 shows the gene-shift 
by identifying the four genes in each interval in alternating colors (gray to white).  The best 
solution at the previous control horizon is shifted by one color block, or time interval, to the 
initialized solution at the current horizon.  Gene shifting is implemented by using the best 
member of the population at the previous control window to seed two members of the current 
population. 
 
Figure 6.1: Shifted Gene Method 
In the example given in Figure 6.1, four new randomly generated values are placed at the 
end of the string to simulate decisions for the next 15 minutes, which has not previously been 
optimized. 
Reduced Alphabet 
The genetic algorithm operates over a search space of all possible values that each decision 
variable can take (the alphabet).  Goldberg (1990) and Herrera et al. (1998) have shown that 
higher cardinality alphabets (in which genes may take on more than two possible values) have 
fewer building blocks and are prone to blocking (the partial search of only a subset of the 
alphabet).  Reducing the alphabet size allows the subset initially selected by the search algorithm 
to account for more of the search space, and leads to a reduction in blocking.  Reduced blocking 
directs the search more quickly in the right direction. 
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Several approaches can be used for reducing alphabet cardinality.  Multiscale island genetic 
algorithms have been proposed to mitigate the difference between faster, lower-resolution 
models (or low-cardinality representations of the fitness function) and more accurate models 
with higher computational cost (higher-cardinality representations.)  Work done by Babbar 
(2002) and Sinha and Minsker (2007) suggest the efficacy of an island GA in which the fitness 
of population members is first evaluated at a coarse discretization, and then processed at a finer 
resolution once nominal convergence has been reached at the first resolution.   
In this work, alphabet cardinality may be reduced because some sluice gate position may not 
need to be considered.  Figure 6.2 depicts how certain sluice gate positions may fall above those 
needed to limit water flow.  Although finding the sluice gate levels to limit from consideration at 
each time interval may be difficult and impractical due to the nonlinear response of CSO 
volumes to sluice gate positions, a coarser alphabet may help to eliminate some. 
 
Figure 6.2: Reduced Alphabet Gate Positions 
 Early work for this problem indicates faster convergence is achieved when genes 
representing the decision variables are coded at coarse intervals; gate positions and the pumping 
Direction of water flow into dropshaft
Sluice Gate
Gate positions above free weir water level
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rate are specified at percentages of 20 or 30 percent open or at maximum capacity instead of the 
originally specified 10 percent, or gene value of 0.1.   
The three-dimensional plots depicted in Figure 6.3 compare convergence for four different 
random number seeds and three different decision variable resolutions for an early case of this 
optimization.  The axes plot the minimum fitness in the population, the number of generations, 
and the percent of the population members who exhibit the minimum fitness value.  The 
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Figure 6.3 shows that as resolution decreases (the discretization number increases) algorithm 
convergence quickens but to a sub-optimal (higher) solution.  As a result, the first reduced 
alphabet approach taken in this work (called “reduced discretization”) begins with an initial, 
smaller population of solutions coded at 0.2 or 0.3.  Once convergence has been reached, the 
population size is doubled and the discretization of the decision variables returns to 0.1 to locally 
search for a better solution. 
Another approach to reducing the alphabet, called “hidden genes,” involves embedding all 
possible gene values from 0 to 10 (or 100%) within only three or four gene values that represent 
the entire alphabet.  Figure 6.4 shows the two different discretization values, one in which 3 
values are used to represent the entire spectrum (Figure 6.4a) and one in which four values are 
used to represent the entire alphabet value range (Figure 6.4b).  Each of the 11 possible initial 
decision variable values is assigned to a number between 0 and 0.3 or 0 and 0.4, as indicated by 
the different ranges specified below the genes highlighted in yellow or white in Figure 6.   
 
Figure 6.4a: Hidden Gene Representation with 3 Values 
 
Figure 6.4b: Hidden Gene Representation with 4 Values 
The hidden genes approach differs from multi-island discretization because, during function 
evaluation, one of the 2, 3, or 4 actual gene values hidden within the value that the GA actually 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.1 = rand[0,3] 0.2 = rand[4,7] 0.3 = rand[8,10]
0.1 = rand[0,2] 0.2 = rand[3,5] 0.3 = rand[6,8]




sees (0 to 0.3 or 0 to 0.4) is randomly chosen.  As a result, the hidden-genes strategy allows all 
possible decision variable values (from 0 to 10) to be evaluated.  The coarse discretization 
eliminated gene values at intervals of 0.2 and 0.3 from consideration.  Hidden genes represent 
the entire decision space, but the crossover and mutation operators act on the values that hide the 
actual gene values (0 to 0.3 and 0 to 0.4) and not the entire range of actual values (0 to 10) which 
may prove an impediment to convergence. 
Compact Genetic Algorithm (cGA) 
The real-valued compact genetic algorithm (Mininno et al., 2007) is the third approach to 
decreasing computational effort by reducing the population size.  The real-coded cGA stems 
from population-based incremental learning, or PBIL (Baluja, 1994), which makes use of 
implicit parallelism in late generations of genetic search when the effectiveness of a large 
population is not as significant.  PBIL models the population as a probability vector that 
represents the standard deviation and mean value of all values at each gene position in a 
chromosome over the entire population; samples are drawn randomly from the vector to produce 
the population at the next generation.  Genetic operations take place directly on the probability 
vector.  Harik et al. (1999) first implemented PBIL within a genetic algorithm framework called 
the compact genetic algorithm (cGA).  A cGA for real-coded genes was introduced by Mininno 




Figure 6.5: Real-Coded Compact GA Procedure (adapted from Mininno et al., 2008) 
The probability vector (PV in Figure 6.5) is a matrix with two values for each gene: the 
mean (χ) and standard deviation (σ) of the distribution of each gene in the population.  An 
intermediary variable v prohibits the standard deviation from falling below 0.  In the case of the 
cGA, the population consists of a size and the mean and variance of each of the decision 
variables from which new chromosomes to evaluate are randomly drawn; unlike a simple GA, an 
actual set of chromosomes does not exist in the algorithm except at initialization.  The population 
size (n in Figure 6.5) is initialized randomly at the start of the algorithm.  Within the cGA, a 
length of inheritance parameter (θ) marks the progression of a given chromosome (Echrom in 
Figure 6.5) through the generations.  Each generation that the selected chromosome (Echrom) 
outperforms another randomly generated solution (Nchrom in Figure 6.5) from the probability 
vector, its length of inheritance is increased by one.  A maximum allowable inheritance length 
(η) specifies the maximum number of generations through which a successful chromosome is 
allowed to prevail.  Once θ equals η, the initial chromosome (Echrom) is dropped from 
consideration and a new solution (Nchrom) takes its place, even if Echrom outperforms Nchrom.  
If θ < η and Echrom wins
Increase θ by 1
Elseif Nchrom wins
Set Echrom to Nchrom
Reset θ to 0
Else
Generate a new Echrom from PV
Reset θ to 0
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At every generation, the mean (χ) and standard deviation (σ) of the existing population is updated 
for the newly selected chromosome. 
Micro-GA 
The final approach used to decrease computational effort is the micro-GA (Krishnakumar, 
1989), in which a very small population is evolved with frequent injections of randomly 
generated individuals to enable a larger search of the decision space.  The micro-GA has been 
shown to converge quickly with small populations at steady state (Pico and Wainwright, 1994) 
and requires fewer function evaluations than a standard GA (Senecal, 2000).  In this study, a 
micro-GA with a population of 5 individuals is evolved through 10 (or another user-specified 
value) generations; the weakest chromosome is dropped at each generation.  Figure 6.6 portrays 
the method used for the micro-GA in this study, which is adapted from Senecal (2000). 
 
Figure 6.6: Micro-GA Procedure (adapted from Senecal, 2000) 
A small population of n chromosomes is initialized randomly.  The small population enters a 
loop in which it initially undergoes the basic GA mechanisms of selection, crossover, and 
Initialize small population 
(n) of individuals





mutation to find the 
best individual
Keep the best individual, 
reinitialize all other n-1 
solutions
After 10 sub-generations
For all time steps
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mutation.  The last step in the loop keeps the most fit individuals (in this case two are kept: one 
with the best constraint value and one with the best fitness) and re-initializes the other n-2 
individuals randomly.  The loop continues 10 times for each new sub-population.  At the end of 
10 generations, regular GA re-generation takes place, with the two best solutions saved and 
recorded for the convergence metric.  The mutation rate for the micro-GA is set to 0 because 
diversity is maintained by introducing new individuals after convergence of each sub-generation.  
The crossover rate is set to 1 to support significant chromosome mixing. 
6.1.2 Adaptation of the Methodology to the Small Case Study 
While the CSOs at the dropshafts are incorporated into the cost function (Equation 6.1) as a 
multiplier per cubic foot per second (cfs) of flow released, costs associated with the pumping 
station consist of both a pumping cost and an overflow cost.  Two of the seven pumps simulated 
at the boundary direct water to the nearby river as opposed to the treatment plant.  The total CSO 
allowed at the pumping station is calculated to be the flow over the weir (above an elevation of -
1.5 meters as shown in Figure 5.4) plus any flow assigned to pumps 6 and 7.  The electricity cost 
is computed as a function of the increase in water surface elevation allowed by the pumps (Δh) 
and the total flow generated at the pumps (Q in cubic meters per hour), which in Equation 6.1 are 





                                                                                                          6.1 
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In Equation 5.8, ρ is the density of water and g is gravitational acceleration.  The unit J 




.  Power (Ph), in kilowatts, is multiplied by the time step and 











                                                                                                              6.2 
Equation 6.2 yields an electricity cost.  In the results presented in this work, all costs 
inherent with pump operation (operation and maintenance expenses) are lumped together as a 
function of electricity cost (as depicted in Equation 6.1).  This assumption enables the evaluation 
of result sensitivity to a range of cost values beyond what may be attributed to electricity alone. 
Recall that the decision variables (genes in the MPC GA) represent percentages of sluice 
gate closures and the percentage of the maximum pumping rate at the treatment plant, which 
ensures that only feasible gate positions and pumping rates are considered in candidate solutions.  
As shown in Equation 6.1, these decision variables establish a total cost of CSOs.  The genes 
representing sluice gate positions are coded between 0 (representing a fully closed sluice gate) 
and 1 (which corresponds to a fully open sluice gate) and rounded to the tenth decimal place.  
The pumping rate decision variable is limited to a maximum value of 0.7, which corresponds to 7 
pumps online to emulate the maximum actual flow at the pumping station.  Each of three genes 
can therefore take one of 11 possible values, and the fourth is assigned one of 8 values for the 
pumping rate.  The one-hour prediction window is divided into 15-minute decision intervals, 
with four decision variables in each interval.  Figure 6.7 displays the decision variable layout 
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(chromosome in the GA) for the small case study when implemented with an operational horizon 
of one hour, or four 15-minute time intervals. 
 
Figure 6.7: Decision Variable Incorporation 
The resulting chromosome length of 16 and 11 possible values for each decision variable 






 decision variable values in each one-hour decision 
window.  The initial chromosome values for each one-hour prediction window are randomly set.  
The hydraulic and optimization routines are coded in Matlab and parallelized across as many as 
12 processing cores. 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
The genetic algorithm results are first presented in Section 6.2.1, which focuses on the 
performance of the different algorithms for this application.  Section 6.2.2 then shows the CSO 
volumes at each dropshaft produced in the optimization, and Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 describe 
the sensitivity of the CSOs to the power and CSO penalty pricing and constraint values, 
respectively. 
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6.2.1 GA Performance 
The various GA modifications are first compared to identify the best performing approach 
for this problem.  Ten different random number seeds are applied to each method, and mean and 
75th and 25th percentile values are reported to summarize results across all seeds for each 
method.  The GA modification that most frequently finds the lowest constraint value and the 
lowest cost (fitness) at the lowest constraint value is then applied to analyze the impacts of 
changes in costs and other physical pressures on the system in Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. 
Convergence results for the four different GA modifications are shown in Figure 6.8 for an 
August storm event. The prediction windows shown are those in which, under the current tunnel 
operational strategy, the tunnel water levels reach 70% of the diameter and all sluice gates are 
closed.  These prediction windows have an almost pressurized tunnel, and thus non-zero 
constraints and high operational costs.  The pressurizing tunnel level downstream of North 
Branch is a result of a deep tunnel filling pattern in which the most downstream portion of the 
entire tunnel (at the very bottom of Figure 4.3) is filled first and North Branch and North Shore 
Channel flows can do little to mitigate the inevitable pressurization.   
Figure 6.8a shows the minimum fitness (cost) solution identified with each algorithm. The 
results consider only solutions with the lowest constraint value found for the first prediction 
window in which pressurization occurs, when the constraint cannot always be satisfied. This 
corresponds to the operational window starting 9.5 hours into the storm event (shown as window 
38).  Figure 6.8b shows the minimum constraint value found for each algorithm. Figure 6.8c and 
d show the same results for time window 40, 10 hours into the storm event.  The combination of 
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lines and points (crosses) for each GA modification is centered at the mean values for the 10 GA 
runs and the lines through the mean extend from the 25th to 75th percentile values.  The best GA 
is the one with low computational time to find the lowest fitness and constraint values (i.e., the 
GA with the cross in the lower left corner of Figure 6.8), as well as less variability in the results 













































































































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
popsize 272 shifted genes popsize 272
popsize 136 shifted genes popsize 136
hidden genes: 0.3 to 0.1 popsize 136 to 272 hidden genes: 0.3 to 0.1 popsize 68 to 136
hidden genes: 0.4 to 0.1 popsize 68 to 136 hidden genes: 0.4 to 0.1 popsize 136 to 272
discretization 0.2 to 0.1 popsize 136 to 272 discretization 0.2 to 0.1 popsize 68 to 136
discretization 0.3 to 0.1 popsize 68 to 136 discretization 0.3 to 0.1 popsize 136 to 272
microGA popsize 6 subgen10 microGA popsize 6 subgen20
microGA popsize 10 subgen 6 microGA popsize 20 subgen 5
cGA popsize 272 eta5 cGA popsize 68 eta5
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Genetic algorithm variations with larger population sizes are shown as darker colors in 
Figure 6.8; smaller population sizes (and usually lower convergence times) are represented with 
lighter colors.  All versions of the micro-GA have non-filled centers and squares at each 
percentage.  As expected, larger population sizes of 272 chromosomes are generally clustered at 
long run times but low fitness values in the lower right corners of the plots.  All variations of the 
micro-GA exhibit higher than average overall fitness values when the constraint is considered 
(Figure 6.8b and Figure 6.8d).  The micro-GA shows the largest range of time to convergence for 
all situations. 
Although both Figure 6.8a and Figure 6.8c show that larger population sizes of 272 reach 
low fitness values, Figure 6.8a demonstrates that the orange-colored discretization change of 0.2 
to 0.1 and population size 272 to 136, and 136 to 68 both outperform the population size of 272.  
A shorter convergence time of less than one hour is achieved as opposed to 1.5 hours.  Figure 
6.8c shows that a discretization change from 0.3 to 0.1 outperforms the large population size in 
terms of finding the minimum fitness, but not most efficiently.  The results for the cGA show 
that it finds the best fitness when the constraint is included (Figure 6.8a and Figure 6.8c), 
however, at the expense of a higher constraint value.  The hidden gene algorithms (shown with 
open circles) are clustered close to all other solutions both in time and in fitness value. 




Table B.1 in Appendix B compares the best configuration of algorithms with the base case, 
which is taken as the simple GA with a population size of 272 and no shifted genes.  Figure 6.9 
summarizes the results for optimization window 38. A negative percent change indicates a 
decrease in computational time, fitness value, or constraint value, versus a non-desirable 
increase.  Figure 6.9 shows that adding shifted genes to the strategy only slightly reduces 
convergence time and fitness, and that the change in discretization values outperforms any other 
algorithm when compared to the base case.  The MicroGA and cGA algorithms save 
computational effort, but at the expense of solution quality.  The abbreviation “popsize” 
indicates the population size of the algorithm.   
Given these results, the coarse discretization adaptation which changes to a fine 























































Algorithms with larger population sizes and no discretization changes do not perform as 
well as the reduced discretization approach from 0.2 to 0.1, which identifies the minimum fitness 
solution with a low constraint value in as much as 43% less computational effort.  The success of 
the reduced discretization algorithm for a limiting constraint value may be attributed to the 
coarse discretization reaching a good solution in fewer generations once the discretization is 
returned to 0.1 for all decision variables.  The hidden genes approach also involves a change in 
discretization.  The best reduction in computational cost for the hidden genes approach is 45%; 
however, this benefit comes at a slight increase in fitness value.  The hidden genes approach 
proves computationally efficient but worse at finding the best solution; this could be because the 
genetic operators act on representations of the actual chromosome values rather than the values 
themselves. 
All four micro-GA variations applied yield large variations in time to convergence and 
minimum fitness values.  These algorithms have the highest average fitness values, yet the range 
in fitness recorded and the time to convergence varies more than any other algorithm tested.  
This variation in convergence among different random numbers may be a result of the diversity 
introduced by the frequent re-starts and the number of sub-generations within each outer 
generation, as well as the minimal local search. 
6.2.2 Overflow Volume Distribution 
Current tunnel operations conservatively operate the tunnel by simultaneously closing all 
sluice gates when the water surface elevation at the downstream end of the deep tunnel reaches 
70% of the conduit diameter.  This practice prevents transients, but may not allow for all possible 
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water to enter the tunnel and further reduce CSOs.  The optimization constraint used in this study 
allows flows into the deep tunnel until water surface elevations reach 80% of the conduit 
diameter. Three cases are compared with the current operational strategy to evaluate the impacts 
of this constraint. The first considers only a one-interval (15-minute) operational forecast to 
compute the constraint value only in the next time interval, the second considers a four-interval 
(one hour) forecast by summing constraint values across the next four time intervals, and the 
third considers no constraint at all. 
Figure 6.10 depicts CSO flows (shown as the granulated bars and reported in cubic meters 
per second) and operational costs (shown as the solid colored bars and reported in dollars) for 
each of these operational strategies during the August storm event prior to tunnel pressurization.  
Figure B.1 in Appendix B shows more detailed results for individual time steps.  Situations in 
which no bar of a certain color is shown indicate that no CSO flows or costs are incurred for 
these scenarios.  Cost is plotted on the left-hand vertical axis and flow in cms is shown at the 
right hand side. 
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When all four forecast intervals are considered in the constraint, the optimized strategy 
reduces total overflows by 12.6% compared with the current operations, from 71 cms to 63 cms. 
CSO flows are reduced only at the pumping station and dropshaft CSOs are slightly higher. The 
one-interval forecast horizon reduces existing CSO flows by 38% over the current strategy, but 
at the expense of higher tunnel pressurization.  Without the pressurization constraint, the tunnel 
has sufficient capacity to eliminate overflows at all locations except the pumping station (for a 
77% reduction in overflows). Clearly the pressurization constraint governs the level of CSOs 
observed in the system. This effect is also seen in the total costs, which are driven by higher 
pumping rates (leading to higher electricity costs) and higher dropshaft and pump overflows with 
more stringent tunnel pressurization constraints. 
These findings are explored further in Figure 6.11, which plots the deep tunnel water 
elevations for the four scenarios evaluated in Figure 6.10. Optimization without the 
pressurization constraint allows higher tunnel levels at windows 39 and 40.  The one-interval 
optimization has lower initial tunnel levels at window 40 than the four-interval case, at the 
expense of increasing water levels later. 
Figure 6.11 indicates that the inclusion of North Branch tunnel flow in window 38 as 
allowed by the one-interval optimization alters the constraint value; the small fluctuation is not 
enough to eliminate the constraint.  Although a 1-interval window may help reduce CSOs in the 
short term, a four-interval (or longer) operational horizon proves more beneficial to maintaining 




Figure 6.11: Deep Tunnel Levels for Optimization Trials 
The change in CSO and cost results indicate that the influence of pumping rate on 
interceptor levels may not be large enough for this small-scale case study to significantly change 
the interceptor water levels and tunnel pressurization during such a major storm.  The existing 
strategy is similar to the optimal strategy with the pressurization constraint, except that the 
optimized strategy reduces the pumped CSOs by approximately 9 cms.  This may be a result of 
the lower pumping value across all four pressurized intervals for the optimized case.  The total 
inflow to the pumping station is much greater than the flow leaving the North Branch 
interceptors since the North Branch area consists of only 7% of the entire area draining to North 
Branch pumping station. 
6.2.3 Sensitivity to Pricing 
A GA with a population size of 272, and shifted genes, was used to investigate the effects of 
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constraint set at 80%.  Pump maintenance costs are assessed in terms of kilowatt hours, and 
added to the price of electricity as discussed in the case study presented in Section 4.1.  Optimal 
CSO distributions for different values of three cost parameters are given in Figure 6.12. The 
three cost parameters include: cost per kilowatt hour of electricity, cost per CSO volume at the 
downstream pumping station, and cost at each dropshaft CSO location.  Table 6.1 describes the 
five cost cases (on the x-axis) for which the results are compared.   








Case 1 10 1 1 
Case 2 1 1 1 
Case 3 0.10 1 1 
Case 4 1 10 0.10 
Case 5 10 10 0.10 
 
Figure 6.12 indicates that despite order of magnitude changes in CSO or pumping electricity 
costs, the optimal management strategy shows similar dropshaft CSO volumes for all cost levels 
when the tunnel constraint is used (the plot on the left hand side of Figure 6.12). 
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Case 1 shows higher dropshaft CSO flows and less pumping volume as expected for high 
electricity costs that penalize pumping. A similar CSO distribution is shown for all other 
scenarios.  Figure 6.12 shows that if the constraint is removed (the plots on the right hand side), 
different electricity costs do cause water to be partitioned different ways throughout the system.  
This will be important when the reservoirs come online, because the conveyance capacity at the 
junction where the constraint is measured will be increased, thereby lowering water levels and 
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6.2.4 Sensitivity to Constraint 
This section further explores the sensitivity of CSO distributions to different tunnel 
constraint values.  Figure 6.13 shows the flow partitioning between the pump and the pumped 
CSO for different tunnel constraint values, which are included on the x-axis as the percentage of 
deep tunnel diameter (D) at which dropshaft inflows are limited.  Cost is shown on the left axis 
and flow is shown on the right axis in cms. 
 
 
Figure 6.13: Sensitivity to Constraints 
As shown in Figure 6.13, increasing the constraint value by up to 10 percent has little effect 
on the flow pattern at the downstream pumping station and the dropshaft CSOs.  Decreasing the 
constraint to 70% shows a slight increase in dropshaft CSOs as gates are closed earlier in the 
optimization.  Figure 6.10 showed that elimination of the tunnel constraint proved to reduce 
CSOs, but Figure 6.11 proved that as a result of the lack of constraint, the deep tunnel levels 
immediately rise above the -63 meter elevation of the tunnel crown.  When compared with the 
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Figure 6.13 indicates that the tunnel fills immediately, and constraining flows for any water 
levels between 80% full and the tunnel diameter will result in similar CSO patterns. 
6.3 Conclusions 
The methods tested in this paper yield an effective MPC GA with which to analyze time-
varying systems with moving decision windows.  A range of adaptations to the simple GA are 
presented, from those that maintain the most diversity (such as the micro-GA), which do not find 
the optimal solution to the problem despite a short computational time, to those that work 
primarily as hill-climbing and local search algorithms (the cGA) and run with short durations but 
find sub-optimal solutions.  The most successful GA modification in terms of computational 
speed and minimum fitness is the GA initiated with a population size of 68 and a gene 
discretization of 0.2, and at initial convergence changes to a gene discretization of 0.1 with a 
population size of 136.  This algorithm will be used to investigate the effects of spatial 
optimization with the extended system in Chapter 7. 
The good performance of algorithms with discretization changes indicates that a successful 
GA type with hidden genes may be possible with additional investigation.  This approach did not 
perform as well, most likely due to the fact that the genetic operators act on concealed values not 
present in the objective function.   
This optimization chapter also reveals key elements of the small sewer system studied.  The 
small-scale optimization yields similar fitness values and CSO distributions for operation under a 
range of tunnel level bounding constraints above 80%.  Differences between observed CSO 
volumes are attributed solely to flows at the pump station.  These findings indicate that on the 
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small scale portrayed in this case-study, with a rainfall event that pressurizes the deep tunnel 
from the bottom up, the TARP deep tunnel system is currently operated efficiently without 
significant excess storage space.  Because the deep tunnel boundary condition is modeled in this 
work with no reservoir in the large Mainstream system, the immediate rise in tunnel elevation to 
a pressurized condition shows that the tunnel is back-filling early with little excess storage.  
Removing the tunnel constraint may be analogous to simulating a reservoir downstream that 
allows conveyance capacity and operations to change.  Inclusion of a reservoir, which is 
currently under construction, may allow dropshaft CSOs to be better manipulated and more 




7. Impacts of System Scaling and Capital Investments 
Optimization results from Chapter 6 indicate that in order to significantly reduce CSOs for 
the small sewer system test case, strategies other than gate and pump manipulation are needed. 
This section explores two procedures that may successfully surpass the CSO reduction gained in 
Chapter 6.  The first option addresses potential conduit replacement and related construction 
costs.  Although work done by Lai et al. (2000) and Muleta and Boulos (2007) investigates the 
possibility of replacing sewer system conduits, combining system construction costs with real-
time CSO management is novel to this work.   The second strategy recognizes potential benefits 
that may be obtained by increasing the spatial extent of the optimization; Carter and Jackson, 
(2007) and Antle et al. (1999) note that hydraulic and management processes have a scale at 
which they are most effectively evaluated. 
The results presented in Section 7.1 include brief descriptions of adaptations to the case 
studies presented in Chapter 4.  The model results are divided into two sub-categories: one to 
address possible construction and the second to address spatial scale.  Conclusions in Section 7.2 
provide the basis for future work presented in Chapter 8. 
7.1 Results 
The computational results from both the nested optimization for diameter changes as well as 
the spatial extension are discussed below. 
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7.1.1 Construction Cost Results 
Total conduit replacement costs are simulated as two components: an excavation cost and a 
conduit acquisition cost.  Excavation costs are initially set at 100 dollars a foot, and are included 
in addition to the acquisition cost interpolated from Table 3.1.  The acquisition cost of a 4.5 foot 
(1372 mm; 1.37 m) diameter conduit is a minimum of approximately $758 per meter and a 
maximum of about $1061 per meter.  The effects of changing conduits in addition to altering 
sluice gate and pumping rate positions online is shown by computing CSO reductions for the 5 
year, 2 year, and 1 year storm event for the Chicago area.  These four rainfall events yield storms 
with return period of 20 percent, 50 percent, and 100 percent probability in a year, respectively. 
Table 7.1 below compares the two cost strategies explored (both in terms of construction, 
CSO, and electricity costs) for each storm event.  The table reports the optimal conduit diameter 
for three, originally 1.37 meter diameter, conduits at a location 4500 meters upstream from the 
junction with the Mainstream system, as shown in Table 7.1.  Conduit 53a is the small-diameter 
conduit immediately upstream of the abrupt diameter change, 54a is positioned upstream of 53a, 
and C9a is the most upstream.  The feasibility of construction is calculated as the total cost 
divided by the operating cost with no construction (the years of CSOs that it would take to reach 










Table 7.1: Conduit Replacement Scenarios 
 
Electricity cost: $1/kwh 
CSO cost: $1/cfs 
Excavation cost: $100/ft 
Electricity cost: $10/kwh 
CSO cost: $10/cfs 
Excavation cost: $10/ft 
 
1 year storm: 
100% 
probability 
2 year storm: 50% 
probability 
5 year storm: 
20% 
probability 
1 year storm: 
100% 
probability 
2 year storm: 50% 
probability 













4.72 2.59 1.37 4.72 2.59 1.37 
Total Cost 
($) 
9,400,000 10,000,000 31,000,000 9,000,000 9,700,000 31,000,000 
Constraint 
Value 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
       
Operating 
cost with no 
construction 








Table 7.1 indicates that the excavation cost outweighs any CSO or electricity cost in terms 
of limiting the feasibility of new construction.  All cost scenarios yield the same deep tunnel 
constraint value, indicating the small impact North Branch flows have on the total tunnel water 
surface elevation as in Chapter 5. 
7.1.2 Spatial Differences  
The extended case study, defined in Section 4.2 and depicted in Figure 4.4, uses the same 
constraint definition described in Chapter 6 for the small case study.  Early simulations of the 
entire deep tunnel system with the EPA SWMM model show that, for all dropshafts included in 
the extended case study, tunnel levels pressurize almost simultaneously.  As a result, the location 
at which the constraint is defined is not altered for the extended case study. 
Three different spatial extents are compared in this section: Extent 1 is the smallest area, 
Extent 2 is the second largest, and Extent 3 covers the most CSO locations and spatial area.  In 
the optimization, the number of decision variables consists of the number of dropshafts with 
controlling sluice gates in the spatial extent, in addition to the pumping rate.  Based on spatial 
interpolation, Extent 1 is assumed to contribute 7.4 percent of total flows to the pumping station, 
Extent 2 contributes 20 percent, and Extent 3 contributes 45 percent of inflows. 
To compare the three spatial layouts, the best decision results (as determined from the GA 
with coarse to fine search space discretization) from each extent are implemented post-
optimization on the spatial scale of Extent 3.  Several dropshafts included in Extent 3 are 
eliminated from optimization for extents 2 and 1. As a result, during comparison, the 
“disregarded” sluice gates encompassed by spatial Extent 3 but not included in the best solutions 
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for Extents 1 and 2 are assumed to maintain current operational policies (open until the tunnel 
reaches 70% of the diameter, and then closed) for all computational intervals for which the 
layouts are compared.  Figure 7.1 shows a schematic of the three scenarios that are compared 
offline.  The dropshaft points in red indicate those for which optimization found a strategy that is 
portrayed in the offline run; those in black denote points that were not included in the 
optimization and considered to exhibit current operational practices. The tunnel boundary in 
Figure 7.1 is denoted by the blue circle indicating the junction of both tunnel branches; as 
discussed previously, tunnel levels pressurize almost simultaneously, therefore the location at 
which the constraint is defined at this junction for all three scenarios. 
 
Figure 7.1: Three Spatial Extents 
Figure 7.2 portrays the CSO volume and cost at all dropshafts and the pumping station for 
the three different extents and the current operating strategy when compared offline for 50 
intervals of the April storm shown in Figure 4.8.  Only the 33 storm intervals that experience 
tunnel pressurization are included in the optimization.  For the dropshaft CSOs, the cost equals 
the flow rate because the CSO penalty is assumed to be $1/cms.  For the pumping station CSOs, 
Extent 3 Extent 2 Extent 1
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the flow rate is represented as a solid bar and the cost is the solid bar plus the granulated 
extension. 
 
Figure 7.2: CSO volumes and cost for different spatial extents 
Figure 7.2 indicates that the largest extent (3) exhibits a 13.7% lower dropshaft CSO volume 
than Extent 1 and a 1% lower CSO volume than Extent 2; Extent 3 totals a 14.4% reduction in 
CSO volume from the current operational practice.  Although Figure 6.10 shows a 13% decrease 
in overflows when only three sluice gate positions on North Branch are optimized, the model 
used in Chapter 6 allows dropshafts other than the three under consideration to remain open 
instead of closing at tunnel pressurization.  Reduction in the number of dropshafts simulated 
allows for a shorter computational time at which to compare changes to the MPC genetic 
algorithm.  The overall CSO volume is increased in the case of extents 2 and 1 due to the higher 
number of sluice gates that close with the more conservative current operating strategy once the 
deep tunnel pressurizes.  The effect of changing fewer sluice gate positions is shown more 
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Figure 7.3: Tunnel Water Level 
All three spatial extents keep the deep tunnel water level below 80% of the deep tunnel 
diameter; the tunnel water level is the highest when the largest optimization area (extent 3) is 
utilized.  This occurs because no dropshafts within the spatial extent close completely when all 
dropshafts are incorporated as decision variables, and all dropshafts allow flow to continue to 
accumulate in the deep tunnel.  The tunnel elevations for the second largest and smallest spatial 
extents are similar in value and lower than those yielded by extent 3, as fewer open dropshafts 
contribute flow into the deep tunnel and more excess flows are partitioned to CSOs. 
Figure 7.4 shows that optimal cumulative CSO volumes during 4 intervals (23, 24, 25, and 
26) are lowest for the largest extent (in blue), despite the high flows at interval 26.   Extents 2 
and 1 have CSOs occurring at most dropshafts included in the optimization, and CSOs also occur 
at dropshafts throughout the system that have fully closed sluice gates after tunnel 
presssurization.  For example, DS-N02, DS-N05, and DS-N08 are the only gates with varying 





















causes flows to exceed the interceptor capacity even during optimization of a system subset.  
Figure 7.4 demonstrates that Extent 3 exhibits the lowest pump station CSO volumes as 
compared with the two smaller extents.  Because the larger extent offers more CSO outlets and a 
greater flow to the pumping station, more options appear for water distribution. 
 
Figure 7.4: CSO Comparison for Different Spatial Extents 
Although the combined CSO volume for Extent 3 in all intervals depicted in Figure 7.4 is 
lower than that of extents 2 and 1, a somewhat oscillatory pattern appears in the way CSOs are 
minimized appears for Extent 3.  While intervals 23 and 25 show a high volume of overflow at 
the pumping station and no dropshaft flows, intervals 24 and 26 experience excess CSO flows 
only partitioned to the dropshafts.  The blue bar for Extent 3 in interval 23 (graph a) in Figure 7.4 
shows all excess CSOs allocated to the pumping station, while the subsequent interval 24 shows 

























































Newton-Raphson approach and a steady state solution.  It appears that the optimized solution 
oscillates between two feasible hydraulic solutions at each time step.   
7.2 Conclusions 
Potential long-term construction costs are shown to outweigh CSO penalties, and not be a 
viable alternative to CSOs for the small test case and the conduit replacement costs considered in 
this Chapter.   
Encompassing more dropshafts in the optimization allows for total CSOs to be decreased, 





8. Future Work 
Future work will continue to address algorithm convergence time and accuracy.  This 
section introduces hydraulic improvements to the system that would help to generate more 
defined management strategies.   Computational time improvements to the physics-based meta-
model, and modifications to the genetic algorithm which would help reduce computational time, 
are discussed.  The last section introduces the possibility of multi-objective optimization. 
8.1 Hydraulic Improvements 
The numerical model has been enhanced for real-time convergence by the addition of 
pressurized flow for a system with multiple junctions.  It should further be calibrated to a 
SWMM model, or the Illinois Transient Model, for verification.  An offline calibration should 
take place to determine if systematic error arises in the meta-model when compared with 
SWMM water surface elevations and flow rates for many storm events.  Consistent errors may 
be remediated by altering values calculated by the meta-model for known inflow conditions.  
Model verification with a transient model may require identifying conditions at which CSOs 
attributed to hydraulic transients, or geysering, occur.  The meta-model can be altered to include 
if statements recognizing transient conditions for certain tunnel inflows and water levels. 
If the time required to optimize the solution is within the 15 minute real-time control 
interval, online calibration could be accomplished through an individual-based approach in 
which several of the best individuals from each generation are selected for actual fitness 
evaluation.  This approach would reduce approximation errors in the meta-model that might 
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change for each generation in the generation-wise control approach.  Validation using the best 
individuals will allow more accurate calculation of the decision sequences that are most likely to 
be implemented, and increase the probability that the more accurate model will identify CSOs 
caused by unstable tunnel hydraulics.  If changes to the hydraulic model allow for faster run 
times, selecting a fixed number of individuals from each generation for re-evaluation can be 
compared with an adaptive approach to selecting individuals (Yan and Minsker, 2006.) 
8.2 Real-time Control Improvements 
The simulation time for the coupled genetic algorithm and physics-based model can be 
further reduced in two ways: decreasing the duration and number of fitness function evaluations, 
or decreasing GA convergence time.  Both approaches are discussed in this section. 
8.2.1 Reducing Fitness Evaluations 
Model predictive control (MPC) is usually limited to problems with large time steps (Wang 
and Boyd, 2010) due to the necessary duration of the optimization.  The optimization duration 
may be reduced by applying a variety of methods, including evolutionary approximation, 
imitation, and fitness clustering, which reduce the number of numerical model simulations 
needed for each GA generation (Cai et al., 2001; Jin, 2005). 
The step-wise convergence of all genetic algorithm solutions for the CSO case study 
presented in this project indicates that chromosomes comprised of different decision values may 
share the same fitness values.  Identifying chromosomes with similar fitness values and 
evaluating one within a group may reduce the time to convergence in each decision intervals.  
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Similar solutions could be recognized offline by identifying threshold gate and pumping levels 
that, when all other decision values are held constant, result in different interceptor water levels.  
These gene values could be used as partitions for real-time identification of similar solutions. 
The sewersheds and corresponding overflow points are connected through the interceptor, 
but can be separated into local entities.  Yen (1973) recognizes that hydraulic boundaries exist at 
abrupt drops in pipe elevation, and this observation is utilized within Newton Raphson iteration 
in SRM.  For the North Branch interceptors, drops in pipe elevation occur at the steep sloped 
conduits between each interceptor weir and the downstream interceptor conduits.  For some flow 
conditions, hydraulic boundaries would allow the sewersheds to be divided into optimization 
sub-problems for the hydraulics as well as the GA solutions.  Evaluating fewer subproblems each 
time the numerical model is called would help reduce computational time.  As depicted in Figure 
14, the small diameter conduit downstream of dropshafts 5 and 8 substantially reduces flows and 
water surface elevations; this conduit makes it possible to successfully optimize flows only for 
the sewersheds above the bottleneck. 
Computational time benefits may be realized from increased domain knowledge within the 
genetic algorithm.  Some approaches to memory involve using search space information at the 
previous generation (or initial state) to generate new solutions.  This includes data-mining and 
case-based reasoning, which involve creating initial solutions by referencing information stored 
about how similar problems have previously been acceptably solved.  Case-based algorithms 
usually start out with better solutions and converge faster than algorithms without memory 
(Ramsey and Grefenstette, 1993; Louis and Miles, 2005).  Barlow and Smith (2008) present a 
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genetic algorithm with classifier-based memory; Koonce and Tsai (2000) propose the use of data 
mining on genetic algorithm solutions to analyze patterns in the recommended strategies.  
Barlow and Smith (2008) note that a dynamic optimization problem that changes very slowly 
requires a balance between diversity and optimization; this balance may be achieved by 
classifier-based memory.  The algorithm does not store specific good solutions, but uses 
classifications that can be given to any set of decision variables.   
Case-based reasoning algorithms would enable solutions (gate positions) to be indexed with 
corresponding environmental data, such as rainfall patterns at each sewershed.  Gate correlations 
could also be examined in an effort to further reduce the number of variables that need to be 
stored.  Because management decisions are based on hydraulics, rainfall patterns that result in 
similar hydraulics could lead to equivalent management decisions, contributing to a cyclic 
solution environment with similar hydraulic scenarios despite differences in rainfall. 
Branke (1999) proposes a two-island GA in which one population exploits the memory 
while the other explores new regions of the search space and submits new peaks to the memory; 
this diversity-maintaining algorithm should be applied if the optimum location changes even 
slightly.  Branke (1999) notes that only a few individuals from memory should be carried over, 
especially if the environment changes dramatically.  Other multi-population-based approaches 
that advocate tracking multiple peaks simultaneously for dynamic optimization have been 
proposed by Branke et al. (2000) and Ursem (2000). 
Memory can help a genetic algorithm to quickly adapt, but the introduction of a new fitness 
function also requires diversity to search for new solutions.  In order to maintain diversity while 
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searching for a new optimum in a continuous optimization environment, Jin and Branke (2005) 
discuss a dramatic increase in the mutation rate after the environmental change (once the 
objective function values of the best individuals in the population decreases substantially.)  
Random immigrant schemes (or incremental algorithms), in which the worst or oldest individual 
is replaced with a randomly generated individual at each generation, have been shown by Vavak 
and Fogarty (1996) to perform much better than a generic genetic algorithm, especially when the 
randomly generated individual replaces the oldest member of the population.  Grefenstette 
(1992) uses partial hypermutation to replace a certain percentage of the population by randomly 
generated individuals.  Yang (2005) creates a hybrid approach combining both the random 
immigrants and memory methodologies.  At each step, the best solution in memory is used to 
create random immigrants so that diversity is maintained effectively. 
Initial memory management could use storm runoff return period to classify flows in each 
watershed.  A threshold frequency approach to classifying storm events (Cosgrove et al., 2009; 
Chow et al. 1988) uses a long time period to fit annual maximum peak flow values to a log 
Pearson Type III distribution.  When real-time events occur, the flows can be ranked according 
to their frequency and thus return period.  Reed et al. (2007) better describe this process as 
calculating the annual exceedance probability of a flow; they use only eight annual peaks to 
characterize the statistical distribution.  Flow rates with different return periods and their 
corresponding near-optimal solutions can be cached in memory and retrieved quickly when 
similar runoffs reappear.  The classifier-based memory introduced by Barlow and Smith (2008) 
may be valuable to genetic algorithm optimization.  Situations are stored in the memory and 
classified according to the operational strategy recommended.  At each new generation, the best 
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individual in the population that most closely solves the current condition may be inserted into 
memory; the second best fit individual is also kept to maintain diversity.  This procedure results 
in a larger memory than the two individuals retained during the gene shifting modification. 
8.3 Long-Term Strategy Enhancements 
The results presented in Chapter 6 outline only a portion of what can be done to explore 
conduit replacement as a viable alternative, or addition, to manipulating sluice gate positions and 
pumping for CSO control.  Analysis of the tradeoffs between long-term structural changes and 
real-time control should be performed for a large suite of storm events.  Although initial results 
show that the relatively high cost of new construction as compared to CSOs does not justify 
conduit replacement for the small system studied and a single storm event, application to a 
variety of storm events across a longer temporal duration may prove that a one-time construction 
cost proves less expensive than paying for recurring CSOs at some dropshaft locations. 
Current construction work on the deep tunnel system involves installation of several online 
reservoirs downstream of the entire tunnel network.  As discussed in section 4, the optimization 
results show that there is no feasible approach to reducing system CSOs with no reservoir online 
because the optimization constraint does not change with inclusion of more dropshaft drainage.  




Sewer operations can reduce combined sewer overflows (CSOs) by employing rainfall 
forecasts for short operational horizons, knowledge of unsteady hydraulic transient conditions, 
and optimizing flow controls such as sluice gates and treatment plant pumping.  This work 
evaluates potential real-time operational changes using a computational hydraulic approach that 
couples the Storage Routing Model, or SRM, which surpasses EPA SWMM efficiency, with 
genetic algorithm methods tailored to model predictive control. 
The SRM hydraulic model implements a step-wise steady, computationally-implicit 
framework.  Newton-Raphson iteration ensures mass and momentum balance for the entire 
interceptor system at each time interval.  The Hydraulic Performance Graph (HPG) is introduced 
for conservation of momentum in each conduit through offline compilation of backwater curves 
from the gradually-varied flow equation.  The Volumetric Performance Graph (VPG) ensures 
conservation of mass at each time step by balancing conduit storage at the previous time interval 
with inflow, outflow, and storage at the current interval.  HPG and VPG interpolation can be 
used to determine an upstream water surface elevation and conduit storage volume, respectively, 
given a downstream water surface elevation and conduit flow rate.  The USGS FEQ equations 
are applied to mass and momentum conservation for all sluice gates.  The Newton-Raphson 
method also equates flows and water elevations at interceptor junction, inflow, and outflow 
points.  The hydraulic model is shown to calibrate well to simulated EPA SWMM water levels 
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and flow rates throughout the North Branch of the Chicago Tunnel and Reservoir (TARP) 
interceptor system.   
Genetic algorithm (GA) optimization is used within a model predictive control (MPC) 
framework to select a good strategy at each operational interval simulated by the physics-based 
computational model.  Each operational strategy represents a possible arrangement of sluice 
gates and a treatment plant pumping rate; changes to the best solution are tracked for different 
CSO fines and variations in electricity pricing.  Current operating practices require all sluice 
gates to be closed when the water elevation at the downstream end of the deep tunnel reaches 80 
percent of the tunnel diameter.  The small case study considered the North Branch tunnel of the 
Chicago system, which reaches a downstream junction with the Mainstream system; the water 
elevation at the junction is simulated with EPA SWMM.  A new constraint is introduced that 
penalizes gate positions for allowing high North Branch inflow that causes water surfaces at the 
Mainstream junction to exceed 80% of the tunnel diameter.   
Several genetic algorithm modifications reduce optimization time and explore sensitivity to 
overflow pricing and deep tunnel constraint values.  Memory of the best decision at the previous 
interval is retained by shifting the best genes in the previous sequence to initialize search for the 
new interval.  Two different types of GA reduce the search alphabet by first evaluating sluice 
gate positions and the pumping rate at a coarse resolution that does not represent every decision 
variable value, and only after initial convergence, restoring decision variable values to the fine 
resolution at which decisions will be made.  Additional approaches include a micro-GA with a 
small population size and high diversity that searches the solution space in a short time, and a 
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compact GA (cGA) that utilizes statistical properties of the population in order to avoid 
numerous fitness evaluations and yield rapid convergence. 
GA methods that begin search at a coarse decision variable discretization and change to the 
finer resolution after original convergence yield the best fitness and constraint values and lowest 
solution time.  The discretization adapted GA with an initial population size of 68 that is 
expanded to 136 after the discretization change is used to simulate changes in conduit 
infrastructure that may further reduce CSOs.  For the small case study, neither deep tunnel water 
levels nor dropshaft CSO distributions prove highly sensitive to changes in CSO penalties, 
pumping rates, and electricity pricing differences; the results are more sensitive to the 
pressurization constraint, but only when high levels of pressurization are allowed, which would 
be a high risk solution. 
The best-performing GA from the small case study is also used to explore the benefits of 
conduit replacement and optimize decisions at a larger spatial scale. Conduit replacement costs 
as applied in the small case study overwhelm CSO penalties for the single storm considered in 
this work, but could prove beneficial over a longer time period with multiple storms.  Although a 
sensitivity analysis of conduit replacement cost versus CSO distributions was conducted, further 
analysis is needed to determine the number of CSO-instigating storms and the CSO penalties for 
which conduit replacement becomes beneficial.  This work shows that CSO reductions are more 
feasibly obtained by increasing the scale of the optimization rather than replacing conduits.  
MPC simulations of three different areas that contribute 7, 20, and 45 percent of flows, 
respectively, to the nearby treatment plant demonstrate that large-scale control achieves a 14% 
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Appendix A: System Equations 
Conduit Equations 
The mass (Equation A.1) and momentum (Equation A.2) balance in conduits is discussed in 

































yHPGy                                                                                       A.2 
Boundary Equation 
The equation at the downstream boundary (Equation A.3) sets the calculated downstream 
elevation equal to the stage (ydown) – discharge (Qdown) function determined through Figure 3.5. 
  0   ,   ,  tdowntdown Qfny                                                                                                      A.3 
Weir Equations 
The weir equation (Equation A.4) equates water levels to the interceptor weir water levels 
specified for a given flow rate.  The stage (yweir) – discharge (Qweir) curves used to establish the 
boundaries at the interceptor weirs are developed using the USGS FEQ equations. 
  0   ,   ,  tweirtweir Qfny                                                                                                        A.4 
Inflow Equations 
The inflow balance equates the interceptor flow, Qinflownode, to the value of the inflow 
hydrograph, Qin, (Equation A.5). 




At each node and junction, the flows are summed to 0 to preserve mass (Equation A.6) and 
the water surface elevations are equal (Equation A.7). 
0 downup QQ                                                                                                                     A.6 
0 downup yy                                                                                                                      A.7 
Derivatives for the Jacobian matrix are created by defining splines for the HPGs and VPGs 
for each conduit, for which changes in upstream elevation, or storage volume, can be 
interpolated based on downstream water surface elevation and average conduit flow rate.  The 
derivative with respect to flow rate or water surface elevation is determined by defining a slight 
change in the flow (dQ) or elevation (dy) values, and solving the spline equation to find the value 
requested for a negative change in dQ or dy as well as a positive change in dQ or dy.  The two 
solutions are then divided by the difference of Q or y between the two solutions: 2 x dQ or 2 x dy. 
The derivatives for the sluice gate, weir, and downstream boundary conditions are also 








Table B.1: GA Convergence Comparison 
 












Base Case: Popsize 272 1.48 2862.6 3.45 1.19 2480.3 3.50 
 
Percent Change Percent Change 
Popsize 272: Shifted Genes -0.98 -0.53 0 0.03 0.04 0 
Popsize 136 -50.54 0.87 0 -50.39 1.43 0 
Popsize 136: Shifted Genes -49.86 0.03 0 -48.70 0.30 0 
Hidden Genes: 0.3 to 0.1 
Popsize 136 to 272 
12.28 -0.38 0 6.02 0.19 0 
Hidden Genes: 0.3 to 0.1 
Popsize 68 to 136 
-45.07 2.47 0 -44.32 2.37 0 
Hidden Genes: 0.4 to 0.1 
Popsize 136 to 272 
8.98 -0.43 0 9.74 -0.48 0 
Hidden Genes: 0.4 to 0.1 
Popsize 68 to 136 
-43.79 0.97 0 -46.55 1.35 0 
discretization 0.2 to 0.1 popsize 
136 to 272 
15.13 -1.21 0 20.29 -0.46 0 
Discretization 0.2 to 0.1 
Popsize 68 to 136 
-43.22 -0.74 0 -37.83 0.56 0 
Discretization 0.3 to 0.1 Popsize 
136 to 272 
12.57 -0.91 0 18.54 -1.96 0 
Discretization 0.3 to 0.1 
Popsize 68 to 136 
-42.41 -0.24 0 -41.65 -0.10 0 
MicroGA Popsize 6 Subgen 10 -56.91 1.26 9.17 -60.10 4.00 3.17 
MicroGA Popsize 6 Subgen 20 -20.65 2.66 1.35 -9.04 7.91 1.42 
MicroGA Popsize 10 Subgen 6 -55.72 6.27 1.36 -54.37 3.96 2.33 
MicroGA Popsize 20 Subgen 5 -14.44 6.51 0 -4.85 9.65 0 
cGA Popsize 272 eta 5 -99.20 -43.48 39.75 -99.20 -32.91 14.34 

























































































































Pump CSO Cost ($)


































































































































































Pump CSO Cost ($)
Dropshaft CSO Cost ($) Pump CSO (cms)
Dropshaft CSO (cms)



























































































































































































































































































































































Pump CSO Cost ($)
Dropshaft CSO Cost ($) Pump CSO (cms)
Dropshaft CSO (cms)
